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This study is concerned with computer modeling of peanut growth in 
Oklahoma. Two peanut growth models from the southeast U.S. were modi-
fied and calibrated using sequential harvest data from four field sites 
in Caddo County, Oklahoma. After model parameters were developed for 
Oklahoma, the two models were used to simulate the effect of varying 
soil moisture availability and planting date. 
The model parameters presented herein are those that produced the 
best simulations of the field data on all four sites. Due to scatter in 
the field data, the best simulations do not fit all the data points but 
the trend of the data. Both models did a very good job of simulating 
pod growth, which is economically more important than vegetative growth. 
I wish to thank Dr. Ron Elliott, my adviser, for his valuable 
input and direction and for reading many rough drafts. Thanks also to 
my other committee members, Dr. C. T. Haan and Dr. Darold Ketring, for 
their assistance. Carlos Squires, Lavon Earp, and Jerry King deserve 
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and plant samples. The help of Lonnie Sellers for finding these fine 
cooperators and Lonnie Thomas for the use of his office at Caddo Elec-
tric made data collection much easier. Appreciation goes to Sam Harp 
and Mike Kizer for their help while I was in Caddo County and for pro-
viding data. 
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The peanut crop is very important, both nutritionally and economi-
cally, for many areas of the world. Worldwide production of peanuts has 
averaged 18 million metric tonnes during the last eight years with the 
1985-86 production forecast at 19.8 million metric tonnes (Carley, 1983; 
The Peanut Farmer, 1986). In the United States, the 1985 production was 
1.89 million metric tonnes, worth an estimated 720 million dollars. The 
high value of the peanut crop makes it vital to many local economies 
throughout the United States. 
In Oklahoma, peanuts are mostly produced over the southern half of 
the state. In 1985, 2073 farms in Oklahoma produced peanuts on 33,800 
hectares (83,000 acres). The 1985 Oklahoma peanut crop amounted to 
72,900 metric tonnes with an estimated value of 40 million dollars, 
making it third in value among Oklahoma crops. The many production 
inputs required for peanuts result in a large supply business connected 
with the crop. 
The leading area of peanut production in Oklahoma is Caddo County, 
located approximately 50 miles west-southwest of Oklahoma City. In 
1985, Caddo County produced 33,890 metric tonnes of peanuts on 10,900 
hectares (26,900 acres) which was 46 percent of the production and 32 
percent of the acreage in Oklahoma. The production of peanuts in Caddo 
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County is benefited by the presence of the Rush Springs aquifer, a shal-
low sandstone formation which allows nearly all of the crop to be 
irrigated. 
Although peanuts are known to survive under poor growing condi-
tions, the yield potential of peanuts is approached when the crop is 
kept well-watered and disease-free. Because of the potential high 
return on peanuts, producers can generally justify the expense of irri-
gation and pest control. 
Peanuts are susceptible to many diseases which can affect yield. 
Among these are early leafspot, sclerotinia blight, and southern blight 
(Oklahoma State University, 1984). Control methods are available for 
some of these diseases, but the cost of the control must be considered 
against the potential benefit. This management decision requires cer-
tain crop and weather information. 
Because peanuts have a high water demand and a long fruit set 
period, the yield is greatly enhanced by adequate soil moisture through-
out a majority of the growing season. However, the high cost of irriga-
tion water can greatly affect the profitability of an irrigated crop. 
Also, because some peanut diseases thrive under cool, damp conditions, 
timing of irrigations can be important. Information that helps produc-
ers manage irrigation can result in improved profitability and water-use 
efficiency. 
Peanut Physiology 
The early season growth of peanuts is characterized by relatively 
low dry matter accumulation which increases exponentially as the leaf 
area (and thus ground cover) increases. This early growth, up to 30 or 
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40 days after planting (DAP), is primarily reflected in stem elongation 
and leaf number increase. Boote (1983) summarized many works on drought 
sensitivity that showed that this vegetative growth stage is the least 
sensitive to water deficits. 
At about 28-35 DAP, reproductive growth is initiated by the 
appearance of the first flowers. Thus begins the unusual fruit set of 
the peanut plant. The fertilized ovary begins to elongate and grow 
downward toward the soil. This elongated ovary is referred to as a 
"peg". The peg grows downward and penetrates the soil to a depth of 
approximately 5 em at 8 to 12 days after fertilization (Boote, 1983). 
The tip of the peg then begins to swell and takes on the characteristic 
shape of the peanut pod. Upon reaching normal pod size for the culti-
var, seeds begin to form and grow in size until mature. 
The number of mature pods that could potentially be harvested is 
controlled by the following three phases: (1) flower initiation, (2) peg 
growth and soil penetration, and (3) pod formation and growth. To 
obtain optimum yields, growing conditions must be favorable during all 
three phases. Flowering and peg formati~n can occur from 35 until 91 
DAP with the peak time being between 50 and 80 DAP. Because of the long 
fruit set time, a drought during part of the fruit set period often can 
be compensated for when the drought is relieved. However, prolonged 
drought can reduce the number of pods by reducing flowering, preventing 
peg penetration into the soil, and slowing the rate of pod addition. 
Because peanut pods are set over an extended time period, they 
also mature over a time period. This is in contrast to most crops in 
which the fruit ripens nearly simultaneously. In addition, peanuts 
mature underground, making it difficult to judge maturity and increasing 
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susceptibility to overmature losses due to pod rot and detachment from 
pegs. Thus, while some pods are mature and harvestable, others are 
still immature. In judging when to harvest a peanut crop, the producer 
must decide when most of the pods are mature and when further maturity 
time will result in loss due to rot and detachment. 
Uses of Growth Models 
Growth models are mathematical simulations of crop growth. Crop 
growth models use weather, soil, and varietal inputs to predict the 
amount of dry matter accumulated in vegetative and reproductive tissue. 
Thus, a good crop model can be used to simulate many different growing 
conditions that would take too much time and money to accomplish with 
test plots. 
Growth models can provide a multitude of information for crop man-
agement. Although producers can usually judge qualitatively the condi-
tion of their crops, a growth model could provide quantitative informa-
. 
tion on such things as soil moisture, root depth, plant mass, and har-
vestable mass. Another use of growth models would be to predict the 
effect of extreme growing conditions such as drought, extended high tern-
perature, and low radiation. A simulation model could be used to inves-
tigate the best management to reduce the impact of these conditions. 
Potentially, the most practical use of growth models would be for yield 
estimates. This would allow economic analysis of different management 
schemes. 
A good crop model can provide information as to the harvestability 
of the crop, particularly for peanuts. Because the peanut plant is con-
tinually setting, filling, and maturing fruit, there is no one certain 
time when harvest is to start. Instead, the producer must decide if 
further maturation time will allow more pods to mature without the loss 
of pods that are already mature. A growth model could predict the per-
centage of mature pods and the losses that would likely be incurred in 
delaying harvest. 
Demonstration by Cooperative Extension and teaching personnel is 
another potential application of crop growth models. A crop simulation 
demonstration could be used to help producers and students realize the 
effects of certain growing conditions on the development and yield of 
the crop. 
Objectives of Study 
The purpose of this study is to adapt available peanut growth 
models to Oklahoma conditions, in order to provide information for 
improved management of peanuts, especially with regard to irrigation. 
In order to achieve this goal, the following procedural objectives will 
be follo~ed: 
1. Investigate existing peanut growth models and choose those to 
be used in this study, 
2. Collect necessary field data for use in the models, 
3. Calibrate the models using the field data, 
4. Compare the models' ability to simulate crop growth, and 
5. Compare the usefulness of the models and make recommendations. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Crop Models 
Researchers have suggested and developed growth models for many 
crops. Among these numerous modeling efforts are a soybean growth model 
by Curry et al. (1975), an alfalfa model by Miles et al. (1973), a cot-
ton model by Baker et al. (1972), and a corn model by Baker et al. 
(1975). Holt et al. (1976) and Singer (1975) have reported crop simula-
tion models primarily for educational uses. 
A general model for all crops is part.of an overall farming impact 
model called EPIC by Williams et al. (1984). This model simulates plant 
growth and its effect on soil productivity and soil erosion. The growth 
model subroutine is general and used to simulate many corps. 
Researchers in the Netherlands have done work on simulating crop 
growth. van Kuelen (1975) published work on simulation of grass growth 
in arid regions. de Wit et al. (1978) has reported work on models to 
simulate assimilation, respiration, and transpira~ion by crops. 
Peanut Growth Models 
Work on developing peanut growth model~ has taken place primarily 
in the last ten years. Although several researchers are known to be 
working on models, to date few have published results of their work. 
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Duncan (1974) described an early attempt at peanut growth model-
ing. However, apparently no details of this early model were published. 
A very simple model, designed to be used for demonstration pur-
poses, was developed by Ingram et al. (1981) at the University of 
Florida. Their model, PNUTMOD, looks only at the effect of temperature 
and radiation on the crop and assumes all other production factors to be 
adequate for good growth. This is an educational model capable of being 
run on a programmable calculator. 
A more complex model has been developed by Young et al. (1979) at 
North Carolina State University. Their model is comprehensive and 
attempts to model all vegetative and reproductive processes of the 
peanut plant. Since the 1979 article, further work has been done to 
simulate root growth and soil moisture and produce a more complete model 
(Young and Singh, 1985). 
Boote, at the University of Florida, is in the process of convert-
ing a soybean growth model (SOYGRO) to a peanut model. However, to date 
no information has been published. 
Water Management of Peanuts 
The yield of peanuts increases as seasonal water use increases, 
and appears to peak at a seasonal water use of 60 em (Boote, 1983) 
although distribution of water application is also important. There-
fore, for peanut production areas where rainfall is sometimes deficient, 
irrigation can markedly increase yields. 
Matlock et al. (1961) reported results of irrigation studies on 
peanuts in Oklahoma that showed irrigation significantly increased 
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yields for four straight years. There was also a significant increase 
in quality for two of four years. 
Vivekanandan and Gunasena (1976) observed that maintaining high 
soil water potentials did not increase pod yield but did increase vege-
tative growth. Many researchers have concluded that the period of pod 
formation and addition is the most critical with regard to soil moisture 
(Boote, 1983). 
The major concern in irrigation water management is deciding when 
and how much to irrigate. Boote (1983) reviews much of the work done on 
different management schemes for peanuts and presents the recommendation 
that irrigation commence when the root zone reaches the 50 percent 
available water level or when the top 30 em reaches -0.6 bar soil water 
potential. 
Stansell et al. (1976) reported that peanuts can extract almost 
all of the available water in the soil profile but that yield and qual-
ity improve markedly when soil water potential is maintained above -0.6 
bar during pod formation and -2.0 bar during pod maturation. Under con-
ditions in India, Pahalman and Tripathi (1984) found that wate~ing at a 
ratio of applied water to cumulative pan evaporation of 0.5 during early 
-growth, 0.9 during flowering and pegging, and 0.7 during maturation gave 
the best combination of yield and water use efficiency. 
Wilson and Stansell (1983) reported results of a study on irriga-
tion's influence on aflatoxin contamination of peanut pods. They found 
that when water was applied to the crop during the last forty days, 
aflatoxin production seemed to be inhibited. However, they could not 
conclusively state that water deficits promoted aflatoxin production. 
8 
A very thorough review of research concerning soil water and irri-





The models presented by Ingram et al. (1981) and Young et al. 
(1979), referred to henceforth as PNUTMOD and Young's model, respec-
tively, are the two considered in this study of peanut growth simulation 
in Oklahoma. Since PNUTMOD is relatively simple and Young's model is 
much more involved, these two provide a contrast in model complexity. 
PNUTMOD 
The model developed by Ingram et al. (1981) is a simple simulation 
developed for a hand calculator. Growth phenology is a function of tern-
perature while dry matter accumulation is a function of solar radiation. 
PNUTMOD divides the growing season into three phases: expansion, pod 
set, and pod fill. 
Expansion 
The expansion phase,of growth in PNUTMOD is the time from emer-
gence until pod set begins. During expansion, growth is controlled by 
developmental units (DU), defined as the summation from emergence of the 
daily temperatures exceeding 10 oc: 
(1) 
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where DUi is the developmental units accumulated from emergence until 
day i (°C) and ADBj is the average dry bulb temperature on day j (°C). 
Daily assimilation then depends on the daily solar radiation corrected 
for ground cover fraction and photosynthetic efficiency: 
(2) 
where DASi is the assimilate available for growth on day i (g/m2), RADi 
is the solar radiation for day i (MJ/m2), PNE is the photosynthetic 
efficiency (g/MJ), and GCi is the ground cover fraction (dimensionless). 
The increase in vegetative mass for day i is then equal to DASi. Ground 
cover fraction is an exponential function: 
(3) 
where DUE is the total DU during the expansion phase (°C) and P i~ the 
growth exponent (dimensionless). DUE and Pare varietal constants. 
Pod Set 
The pod set phase begins when ground cover fraction (GC) equals 
one. During pod set, daily pod matter accumulation is a function of DU 
accumulated after expansion: 
(4) 
where DPDM i is the increase in pod mass on day i (g/m2) and PSF is a 
pod set factor (g/m2/°C). Daily vegetative matter accumulation is then 
the difference between DASi and a scaled DPDMi: 
(5) 
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where DVDMi is the increase in vegetative mass for day i (g/m2) and PCF 
is a pod composition factor (dimensionless). Pod set continues until 
the fraction of DASi allocated to pods reaches the maximum partitioning 
(PART). Thus when PL reaches one, where: 
DPDMi 
(PCF)(DASi)(PART) (6) 
pod set is finished and pod fill begins. 
Pod Fill 
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Pod fill continues until all pods set are filled or until the sea-
son is ended. The amount of DU needed to fill all pods is estimated as: 
DUF=0.633(PWF)(DUP)/PART-125 
where.DUP and DUF are the amounts of DU during pod set and pod fill, 
respectively, (°C) and PWF is a pod weight factor (dimensionless). 
During pod fill, daily pod matter accumulation becomes: 
(7) 
(8) 
Pod fill is finished when the DU during pod fill equals or exceeds DUF. 
In addition to the two weather inputs, temperature and radiation, 
PNUTMOD requires 7 varietal inputs (PNE, P, DUE, PSF, PCF, PART, and 
PWF). 
PNUTMOD was first developed using growth data from Florida and 
Malawi. Simulation results were satisfactory except for the lack of 
senescence of older leaves during the pod fill phase. 
Young's Model 
Young and associates at North Carolina State University have 
attempted the most complete and detailed model for peanut growth simula-
tion. All facets of peanut growth and reproduction are modeled mathe-
matically, based on research and hypothesis. Among the processes mod-
eled are emergence; photosynthate production; respiration; initiation 
and number of flowers, pegs, and pods; soil moisture; root growth; peg 
strength; and leaf drop. 
Emergence 
Time to emergence is a function of average daily temperature. 
Emergence is set to occur when: 
(9) 
where P(l) is a varietal constant, TAV is the average daily temperature, 
and f is the emergence function. 
Photosynthate Production 
After emergence, growth is a function of the photosynthate accumu-
lated daily. Photosynthate production is: 
CFIX=(ALFWT)(FK) (10) 
where CFIX is the gross photosynthesis (g/m2), ALFWT is the active leaf 





where P(lO) is a varietal constant, RFAC is a function of daily solar 
radiation, SF is a function of leaf density, TF is a function of average 
daily temperature, and XMF is a function of soil moisture. All the fac-
tors in equation 11 are dimensionless and all except P(lO) have an opti-
mum value of 1.0 and decrease as the functional parameter becomes 
limiting. 
Respiration 
Some of the total photosynthate produced is spent on maintenance 
of the existing tissue. The amount of respiration is calculated as: 
TRESPM=(APWT)g(TAV) (12) 
where TRESPM is the respiration requirement (g/m2 ), APWT is the active 
plant mass (g/m2 ), and g is the respiration function. 
Photosynthate Storage 
A portion of the vegetative mass is assumed to be available as 
part of a photosynthate pool for use when photosynthate production is 
less than demand. 
Once photosynthate is adjusted for respiration and pooling (if 
needed), pod filling is given priority. If photosynthate is sufficient 
all pods are increased in weight by an amount Pl6 which is a function of 
TAV· Thus, the total pod mass increase is Pl6 times the number of 
growing pods. If photosynthate is limiting, it is all used on pod 
growth and the average pod increase is CAVAIL/P(l8) where P(l8) is a pod 
respiration factor and CAVAIL is the photosynthate available for pod 
growth. 
The maximum pod mass for a pod initiated on day i is P(l9) times 
its mass on day i-28. Thus, pods are considered mature when their mass 
equals or exceeds their maximum mass. The number of mature pods is sub-
tracted from the total to obtain the number of growing pods. 
If there is photosynthate available after pod growth, new pods can 
be initiated if pegs are available. The number of new pods is the 
lesser of the number of available pegs or the available photosynthate 
divided by.P(l7), the amount of photosynthate required to trigger a pod 
(g/m2 per pod). 
Photosynthate is next available to pegs. Peg mass is increased in 
a manner similar to pod mass and if photosynthate and flowers are both 
available, new pegs are added. In addition, there are provisions for 
maturing pegs that have reached a mass of P(23) grams and "killing" pegs 
over seven days old if the soil is too dry. 
Flowers 
If the vegetative growth rate on day i-3 is greater than P(28) 
g/plant per day, then flowers are added on day i according to: 
FCi=(TOPINCi_ 3-P(28))(PLPFT)(P(29))(TFFLR)(XMF)/ROWSP (13) 
where FCi is the number of flowers added on day i (flowers;m2), 
TOPINCi_ 3 is the vegetative growth rate on day i-3 (g/plant/day), PLPFT 
is the number of plants per meter of row (plant/rn), P(29) is a varietal 
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constant (flowers/g), TFFLR is the temperature factor for flowering (a 
function of TAv), and ROWSP is the row spacing (m). 
Soil Moisture 
Soil water interactions are also modeled, including the moisture 
content-tension relationship, redistribution, surface evaporation, ·and 
root uptake of water. 
In the soils portion of the model, the root zone is divided into 
layers with each layer having its own moisture content-tension curve. 
The functional relationship assumed for the curve is a decaying exponen-
tial of the form: 
e (14) 
where 8 is volumetric moisture content, Tis soil water tension (bars), 
B is the volumetric moisture content at 1 bar of tension, and A is an 
exponent dictating the shape of the curve. 
Overnight redistribution of soil moisture, due to extraction or 
addition, is modeled based on dynamic potentials. Surface evaporation 
is calculated based upon the availability of water for evaporation, 
average daily temperature and net radiation. This amount of evaporation 
is then distributed among the soil layers. Root uptake of water is a 
function of the soil water tension and root mass at a particular soil 
layer. A layer with high root mass and low tension has more water 
extracted than a layer with low root mass and high tension. 
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Root Growth 
Vertical root growth is assumed to be 2.5 em/day starting at an 
initial root depth at emergence and ending when the maximum rooting 
depth is reached. Root mass increase for each soil layer is influenced 
by the existing root mass and soil water tension in the layer. Total 
photosynthate available for root mass increase is a function of soil 
moisture. As the moisture deficit increases, photosynthate allocated to 
root growth is increased. 
Peg Strength 
The amount of force required to sever a peg provides a means of 
estimating probable losses due to detachment of pegs from harvestable 
pods. Pegs are assumed to have an initial attachment force of 870 
grams. This initial force is reduced by high temperature and low mois-
ture. The reduction in attachment force is used to estimate the below 
ground losses for pods initiated on day i. The total loss is then the 
summation of losses of pods initiated throughout the season. 
Leaf Drop 
In response to a photosynthate deficiency, a portion of the oldest 
leaves is dropped and used to supply photosynthate from the pool. The 
amount of leaf drop is limited to a certain percentage of the total leaf 
mass, P(41). 
Just as there are seven varietal parameters in PNUTMOD, the cur-
rent version of Young's model requires 65 parameters. However, the 
model contains six parameters that are not used in the study reported 
herein. Four of these had no use when the model was acquired and two 
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are for provisions not used in this study. In addition, two are printer 
control parameters, six are used in estimating peg attachment force 
decay and related losses, six deal with soil water equations, two define 
the number and size of soil layers, and one is a constant used in calcu-
lating leaf area index. The remaining 42 parameters control the growth 
of the vegetation and pods. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FIELD PROCEDURES AND DATA 
A review of the available peanut growth models gave an indication 
as to the weather, soil, and varietal inputs necessary for execution of 
the models. Obvious needs were weather data (temperature, rainfall, 
radiation, etc.), soil data (moisture storage, availability, etc), 
planting information (date, variety, spacing, etc.), and grow~h data for 
comparison against model predictions. 
Since research was being done in Caddo County on irrigation 
scheduling, it was decided to obtain field data from sites in that area. 
Four cooperators' fields were chosen as representatives of peanut fields 
in Caddo County. These sites allowed collection of soil moisture data 
and sequential harvest data needed to test the growth models. 
Site Descriptions 
To be consistent with the irrigation scheduling project, the sites 
for this modeling study were designated as 4A, 6B, 9A, and lOA. 
Site 4A - Location: NWl/4 Section 2 Rl3W T8N. According to the 
USDA-SCS Soil Survey (1973), the soil type is Hollister silt loam with 
0-1 percent slope. The site was very level with a good uniform stand of 
Spanco spanish type peanuts. The site was irrigated by a center pivot 
with low angle impact sprinklers. The site was kept fairly well watered 
and disease free. Planting date was May 25, 1985, or calendar day (CD) 
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145, with emergence on May 31. Row spacing was 91 em (36 in) and aver-
age plant density was 16.8 plants/m. Monitoring equipment was installed 
on June 14. Equipment was removed and final yield samples taken on 
September 28 (CD 271). 
Site 6B - Location: NEl/4 Section 34 Rl3W T9N. The soil survey 
classification is Cobb fine sandy loam, 3-8 percent slope. The site was 
slightly sloping with a good stand of Spanco peanuts. Irrigation was by 
center pivot with low angle impact nozzles. The site was kept fairly 
well watered but suffered a slight amount of disease damage, primarily 
from leafspot. Planting date was May 23, 1985 (CD 143) with emergence 
on May 29. Installation of monitoring equipment was on July 2 with 
removal and final yield sampling on September 28 (CD 271). Row spacing 
was 91 em and plant density averaged 10.7 plantsjm. 
Site 9A - Location: SWl/4 Section 21 Rl2W T9N. The soil survey 
indicated the soil is a Dougherty loamy fine sand with 1-3 percent 
slope. This site was slightly sloping and planted to Spanco peanuts. 
The site was only marginally irrigated with a center pivot. The plant-
ing date of June 13, 1985 (CD 164) was later than the average with emer-
gence occurring on June 18. Monitoring equipment was installed on June 
26 and removed on October 1 (CD 274) when final yield samples were 
taken. Row spacing was 91 em and plant density averaged 9.8 plants/m. 
Site lOA - Location: SEl/4 Section 7 Rl2W T9N. According to the 
soil survey, the soil type is Dougherty loamy fine sand. The site was 
nearly level with a good stand of Spanco peanuts. The crop was 
marginally watered with a sideroll irrigation system. The site was 
adversely affected by leafspot which resulted in an abnormal leafdrop. 
This is believed to have occurred because of high humidities due to 
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reduced air movement behind a tree windbreak located about 80 m south of 
the site. The presence of the disease damage prompted an early termina-
tion of the growing season. The crop was planted on May 28, 1985 (CD 
148) and emerged June 3. Equipment was installed on June 10 and removed 
on September 21 (CD 264) at the time of final yield sampling. Row spac-
ing was 91 em with an average plant density of 16.0 plants/m. 
Table I gives the results of soil textural analysis made on sam-
ples from the four study sites. The textural analysis results agreed 
with the soil survey classifications except for site 4A which tested to 
be sandy loam and not silt loam. 
Weather Data 
A portable weather station was set up at the Caddo Research 
Station near Ft. Cobb, Oklahoma, on May 16, 1985. The weather station 
was situated within 12 km (8 mil~s) of all four study sites. The sta-
tion consisted of environmental sensors connected to a Campbell Scien-
tific CR-21 Micrologger. The following sensors were used: a Campbell 
Scientific model 101 temperature probe for air temperature, a Delta-T 
WVU-21 ventilated psychrometer for wet bulb temperature, a Met One 024A 
windvane for wind direction measurement, a Met One 014A anemometer for 
windspeed, a Licor LI200S silicon pyranometer for solar radiation, and a 
Sierra-Misco RD250l'tipping bucket raingage for rainfall. The CR-21 
Micrologger was programmed to read the sensors every minute (every hour 
for wet bulb temperature) and compute hourly and daily summaries. The 
micrologger was capable of storing 48 hours of weather data in memory as 




SOIL TEXTURAL ANALYSIS FOR THE FOUR STUDY SITES 
Site Depth % Sand % Silt % Clay 
4A 30 em 73 11 17 
60 em 53 25 23 
6B 30 em 77 9 15 
60 em 53 17 31 
9A 30 em 69 23 9 
60 em 63 17 21 
lOA 15 em 91 0 13 
30 em 83 3 15 
60 em 79 7 15 
Note: Percentages may not total to 100. 
The weather station was connected via phone line to an IBM PC XT 
microcomputer located at the Caddo Electric Cooperative at Binger, 
Oklahoma. The computer was set up on a timer to call the weather sta-
tion at 12:05 AM and read the preceding day's weather data, calculate 
and print a summary, and store the data in a da~a file. Data collection 
began on May 27. Temperature data from May 20 to May 26 were acquired 
from the Oklahoma Climatological Survey· for Carnegie, Oklahoma. Daily 
solar radiation was assumed to be 500 Langleys and windspeed was assumed 
to be 2.68 m/s for the days between May 20 and May 26. From this main 
weather file, others were constructed as required for each growth model. 
See Appendix A for the summary of daily weather data for the 1985 grow-
ing season. The same weather station was used to collect weather data 
during 1984 for the irrigation scheduling research and thus 1984 weather 
data were available for use in simulations. 
Rainfall and irrigation data were collected at each site using two 
rain gauges mounted just above the crop canopy. Two TruCheck rain 
gauges were installed on wooden stakes driven into the soil and were 
p~aced approximately 60 em (2 ft) above the ground. The rain gauges 
were read when soil moisture readings were taken at the test sites. The 
amount of rain/irrigation and an estimate of the date of application 
were recorded on data sheets. Because of the time delay in reading the 
rain gauges, a small amount of cooking oil was added to the rain gauges 
to suppress evaporation. See Appendix B for the rainfall/irrigation 
data for the four sites. 
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Soil Moisture Data 
Soil moisture is an important factor in plant growth and a neces-
sary input for most crop models. Therefore, it was necessary to collect 
some kind of data relating to soil moisture. 
Because of the irrigation scheduling research project, a neutron 
scattering moisture gauge (neutron probe) was available for soil mois-
ture measurements. The neutron gauge used was a Troxler Model 3333 
moisture gauge featuring internal memory and a serial port for transfer-
ring data to a computer. 
A review of research related to peanut root growth and water up-
take by Boote (1983) revealed that peanuts have the ability to send 
roots down to 200 em or greater. However, most water uptake is from 
less than 150 em deep. It also has been found that under irrigation 
root growth and water uptake occur at more shallow depths than under dry 
land conditions. For these reasons, a root zone of 122 em (48 in) was 
assumed for the conditions of the study sites. 
Each site was equipped with two neutron probe access tubes. The 
access tubes consisted of 1.52 m (5 ft) lengths of 5 em diameter 
electro-mechanical tubing. The tubes were installed in the soil to a 
depth of 1.37 m (54 in). The two tubes were located about 3m apart in 
a peanut row in a uniform area representative of the surrounding field. 
Using the neutron probe, the soil moisture was measured every 15 
em (6 in) to a depth of 1.22 m (48 in). Moisture data were collected 
every two to three days throughout the growing season. 
The data from the neutron probe was in the form of a count ratio 
relating a measured count to a reference count. These data were trans-
24 
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formed into volumetric soil moisture content data using equations cali-
brated by the OSU Agronomy Department: 
a 
a 
.0097 + .5851 (CR) 
-.0162 + .5674 (CR) 
(for depth 15cm) 
(for depth > 15cm) 
where a is volumetric moisture content (cm3/cm3) and CR is the count 
ratio. Appendix C contains the total water data for the four sites. 
A good estimate of the field capacity was obtained from neutron 
probe readings taken after a high rainfall event early in the growing 
season. Later, the wilting point (15 bars tension) was estimated from 
field data, hypothesis, and the work of Rawls et al. (1982). Table II 







ESTIMATED SOIL WATER CONTENTS FOR A 1.22 m (4 ft) 
ROOT ZONE AT FIELD CAPACITY AND WILTING POINT 
Field Capacity (em) Wilting Point (em) 
29.1 (11.4 in) 16.8 (6.6 in) 
34.3 (13 .5 in) 19.6 (7. 7 in) 
24.9 (9.8 in) 10.4 (4.1 in) 
25.7 (10.1 in) 9.9 (3.9 in) 
Growth Data 
In order to test the model simulations, whole plant samples were 
taken throughout the growing season at the four study sites. At inter-
vals of·about five days, a 60 em (2ft) section of row was taken from an 
area within approximately a 10m radius from the access tubes. Samples 
were taken no closer than 2 m from a previous sample and were visually 
chosen based on being uniform and representative of the surrounding 
field. Larger samples would have been more desirable statistically but 
would have resulted in excessive field damage. For the final yield 
determination, four of the 60 em samples were taken for replication. 
The plant samples were allowed to air dry and were then stored in 
plastic bags along with identification as to. date and site. At the end 
of the season, the plant samples were processed by separating the vege-
tation and pods and removing surface dirt. The pod samples were washed 
to further remove dirt, dried in an oven at 130 oc for six hours, and 
the dry mass determined. This procedure follows the suggestions of 
Young et al. (1982). The air dried vegetation samples were crushed and 
oven dried at 70 oc for six hours and the mass determined. These data 
were then converted to a mass per unit area basis (Tables III through 
VI). 
The pod samples from the four replications of final yield for each 
site were counted and averaged for total pod count. In addition, a sam-
ple of the largest pods was selected, dried, and weighed, and an average 
pod mass was determined. This was done to estimate the maximum pod 
mass. Also, a sample of the smallest acceptable pods was selected, 




PLANT SAMPLE DATA FOR SITE 4A 
Calendar Day Pod Mass (g/m2) Vegetative Mass (g/m2) 
186 87.8 
197 6.6 221.5 
203 15.4 274.2 
207 18.1 348.2 
212 54.0 
218 127.5 491.6 
224 184.2 432.2 
231 274.2 
235 283.9 493.2 
239 397.9 538.5 
243 359.3 612.8 
246 441.7 531.6 
250 607.1 666.6 
253 511.9 624.7 
257 539.7 499.9 
260 580.4 582.8 
267 518.2 486.7 
271 592.9 554.5 
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TABLE IV 
PLANT SAMPLE DATA FOR SITE 6B 
Calendar Day Pod Mass (g/rn2) Vegetative Mass (g/rn2) 
186 108.5 
200 20.0 276.4 
205 27.0 263.1 
210 78.0 409.6 
218 117.6 529.6 
224 278.2 
231 254.5 488.3 
235 444.4 447.4 
239 324.9 457.6 
243 370.9 557.3 
246 357.4 427.0 
250 445.0 478.3 
253 465.9 483.8 
257 285.5 357.0 
260 456.4 405.2 
267 721.7 589.6 
271 527.3 426.1 
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TABLE V 
PLANT SAMPLE DATA FOR SITE 9A 





212 6.1 205.4 
218 21.9 278.2 
224 42.9 359.6 
231 79.8 371.0 
235 119.6 538.2 
239 108.4 566.2 
243 144.3 553.4 
246 269.1 560.8 
250 219.6 528.2 
253 188.2 463.3 
257 267.9 455.1 
260 245.0 486.0 
267 342.6 450.7 
274 295.1 443.1 
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TABLE VI 
PLANT SAMPLE DATA FOR SITE lOA 
Calendar Day Pod Mass (g/m2) Vegetative Mass (g/m2) 
186 82.1 
197 13.6 213.1 
203 22.4 221.9 
207 53.7 268.9 
212 69.3 351.0 
218 111.1 
224 184.3 348.0 
231 237.7 414.7 
235 212.7 281.7 
239 250.0 378.5 
243 334.4 461.6 
246 475.4 468.2 
253 495.8 362.5 
260 460.5 392.4 
264 437.9 362.4 
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pod size. These three values were needed in the calibration of Young's 







SUMMARY OF POD ANALYSIS 
Pod Count Max. Pod Mass 
760/m2 1. 30 g 
680 1. 32 
600 1.17 
490 1.42 






RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Adaptation and Calibration of the Models 
The two models required some software as well as varietal adapta-
tion. In addition, some parts of the models were modified or expanded 
and these changes are discussed as follows. 
PNUTMOD 
The 1981 article by Ingram et al. presented all the theory and 
equations that comprise PNUTMOD. Using the article as a guide, a BASIC 
program was written to incorporate the workings of PNUTMOD {Appendix D). 
Input data consisting of calendar day, average dry bulb temperature, and 
solar radiation were stored ·in a weather file constructed from the 
weather station data. The seven varietal constants were input from the 
keyboard during the calibration phase and made constants during simula-
tion. Output from the program was directed to the computer screen and 
to output files containing vegetative and pod masses versus calendar 
day. The output files could then be plotted against the field data to 
determine the accuracy of the simulation. 
The four study sites from which data were collected were planted 
with the same peanut cultivar (Spanco) and made use of common tempera-
ture and radiation data. Management of the four sites was assumed to be 
adequate with fertility and weeds not limiting growth. Although disease 
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may have had some effect on the growth of the peanuts, it is difficult 
to quantify disease damage. Thus the differences in growth at the four 
sites were assumed to be primarily due to soil moisture and planting 
date. 
To improve PNUTMOD and develop a more general model, it was 
decided to incorporate a soil moisture function. This would hopefully 
allow PNUTMOD to better simulate the differences in growth at the four 
test sites. The assumption was made that a soil moisture deficit would 
limit the amount of daily assimilate. Thus, as moisture stress 
increased, the ability to form assimilate would decrease. A soil mois-
ture factor (KA) was added to equation 2 in PNUTMOD: 
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(15) 
The factor KA was selected from Jensen (1971) as: 
where AWi is the percent available water (O~W~lOO) on day i. This fac-
tor has been used to adjust estimates of evapotranspiration when soil 
moisture is limiting. The reduction of DAS due to soil moisture stress 
has the effect of reducing vegetative mass throughout the season and 
reducing pod mass during fill. 
The available water for each site was calculated using the neutron 
probe data and the estimates of field capacity and wilting point 
described in Chapter IV. The total water in the soil was assumed to 
change linearly between measurement days. 
One safeguard incorporated into the model concerns the termination 
of pod set. In equation 6, the terms PCF and PART are constants and 
DPDMi is a steadily increasing term during pod set. The term DASi is a 
function of RADi. An abnormally low radiation day (e.g., 50% of the 
average) can produce a PL value greater than 1.0 early in the pod set 
phase, which results in an abnormally short season. In simulations done 
with actual radiation data, values of RAD below 12 MJ/m2 were seen to 
terminate pod set prematurely .. To counteract this, the PL computation 
is skipped when RAD falls below 12 MJjm2 . In addition, instead of using 
the DAS as calculated from equation 15, it was decided to use the maxi-
mum amount of DAS potentially available. Thus, in equation 6, DASi is 
replaced by DASMAXi which is RADi times PNE. This eliminates a termina-
tion of pod set due to a low KA factor. 
A program called PNTAUTO was written to iteratively test combina-
tions of model parameters. PNTAUTO was run with input data for sites 4A 
and 9A. These sites were used because they received the most and least 
irrigation water of the study sites and were nearly disease free. The 
optimum parameters for these two sites were found using a least squares 
criterion for both vegetation and pods. The optimum parameters for the 
two sites were compared and found to be similar. The range on each 
parameter was used to select values for further testing. The parameters 
were adjusted until a ·compromise "best fit" was obtained for both sites. 
The following parameters were found to best simulate the field data: 
DUE 640 °C 







These parameter values were then used in a simulation run of site 6B. 
The result was a very good fit of the field data, especially for the pod 
mass. The simulation of site lOA also resulted in a very good fit of 
the data. Figures 1 through 4 are the growth curves obtained for the 
four sites along with the field data. The pod growth curves fit the 
field data very well on all four sites. Because the pods provide the 
economic return, it is more important for a model to simulate pod growth 
well. The vegetative growth curves however were only crude approxima-
tions of the field data. From these plots and analysis of the governing 
equations, it can be seen that vegetative mass can decrease during pod 
set only and that during pod fill the vegetative mass slowly but 
steadily increases. 
Young's Model 
The model of Young and associates is a FORTRAN program composed of 
11 subroutines. The model was acquired from Dr. Young in November of 
1985 at which time two days were spent reviewing the model's main func-
tions and input parameters. The program is quite complex and required 
modification to be run on the IBM PC. A FORTRAN compiler was used to 
compile and link the subroutine text files so that the program could be 
run on a microcomputer. 
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The subroutines in Young's model are listed below with a descrip-
tion of their functions: 
MAIN - opens input and output files, reads input files, and puts 
input data into arrays. 
PENUT - controls the majority of plant growth including 
emergence and photosynthate production, and calls the 
supporting subroutines. 
WUPTAK - calculates root growth factors and redistributes soil 
moisture. 
PET - calculates surface evaporation and potential plant 
transpiration. 
SOILS - reads soil input data and calculates field capacity and 
wilting point for each soil layer. 
STORAG - regulates removal of photosynthate from pool. 
ROOTGR - allocates photosynthate available for root growth. 
EVAPDIST - allocates bare soil evaporation to different soil layers. 
PODMAS - computes daily increase in pod mass, matures pods, and 
determines harvestable mass. 
PEGMAS - computes daily peg growth, matures pegs, and "kills" old 
pegs. 
PEGSTR - determines strength of pegs and probable losses due to 
weakening. 
Changes were made to some of the subroutines for various reasons. 
Some changes were made to streamline model output to that usable for 
this study while others were to correct inherent assumptions that dif-
fered from conditions used in this study. 
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In subroutine MAIN, the output files were deleted and replaced 
with the following: TOPMASS, a file of vegetative mass and calendar 
day; PODMASS, a file of pod mass and calendar day; and CON, screen 
output. An option that attempted to model disease loss was eliminated 
because of a lack of data necessary for its execution. The original 
program called for two weather files, one containing calendar day, 
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and daily solar radiation and 
the other calendar day, average daily relative humidity, average wind 
speed, rainfall and irrigation. The weather data were consolidated into 
one file containing all of the above except rainfall and irrigation, 
which were not differentiated but rather combined into one value. 
In subroutine WUPTAK, the equation for predicting which soil layer 
the roots had reached was originally written with the inherent assump-
tion that soil layers were 2.5 em thick. Because this study used soil 
layers of 15 em, the equation was changed and made general so that any 
size soil layer could be used. 
Subroutine SOILS was extensively altered. The original version 
contained equations for predicting the coefficients A and B of the water 
retention curve for each soil layer. These equations were calibrated 
for a certain North Carolina location and were judged unsatisfactory for 
describing the soils at the test sites. Also included was a provision 
for the influence of a water table. Caddo County is normally dry during 
the summer and has few locations with a water table near the surface. 
Therefore, this provision was elimination. To provide the soils infor-
mation to the model, the coefficients A and B were made inputs and read 
by subroutine SOILS for use in the program. The coefficients A and B 
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were estimated using the values of field capacity and wilting point pre-
sen~ed in Chapter IV and are tabulated in Appendix F. 
Subroutine ROOTGR also contained the inherent assumption that soil 
layers were 2.5 em thick. The subroutine was slightly altered and made 
general so that vertical root growth ends when the bottom of the deepest 
soil layer is reached. 
A listing of the subroutines as used in this study is provided in 
Appendix E. 
While examining the parameter values developed in North Carolina, 
some observations were made. The first concerned the parameters P(40) 
and P(42) in the following equation: 
Pl6=P(l6)+P(40)(TAv)+P(42)(TAv2) (17) 
where P(l6) is the potential pod fill rate (g/pod) and P(l6), P(40), and 
P(42) are coefficients of the quadratic equation of TAV that dictate the 
shape of the fill rate versus TAV curve. Because P(40) and P(42) are 
coefficients of TAV and TAV squared, the magnitude of the numbers was 
very small. In order to increase their magnitude, TAV was scaled by 
301.5 K, the temperature that maximizes the pod fill rate equation. 
This resulted in P(l6), P(40), and P(42) being of the same magnitude. 
The second observation was that many of the parameter values had greater 
than four significant digits. Due to the empirical nature of the model, 
it was decided to reduce all parameters to three significant digits 
where this did not greatly alter any function of the parameters. These 
changes had a negligible effect on the model output. 
To begin the calibration process, the P parameters were examined 
to identify those that would possibly need to be altered for the 
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Oklahoma crop and for which information was available for making 
changes. In Oklahoma, the spanish type peanut is primarily grown. In 
North Carolina, where Young's model was formulated, the virginia type 
peanut is primarily grown. One major difference between the two types 
is that spanish peanuts have more pods of smaller size. Noting this 
difference the model was examined for those parameters that would make 
significant differences if changed. Six growth parameters were so iden-
tified: P(lO), the parameter that adjusts CFIX, the daily photosynthate 
available from photosynthesis; P(l6), P(40), P(42), coefficients of the 
quadratic equation for determining the pod fill rate; P(l9), the ratio 
of pod mature weight to pod weight 28 days after initiation; and P(39), 
the minimum pod.mass considered harvestable. In addition to these, five 
other growth parameters were found to be potentially different for the 
spanish type peanut. These included P(l), the emergence constant; 
P(l3), the maximum fraction of photosynthate deficiency that can be sup-
plied from storage; P(l7), the photosynthate needed to trigger a pod; 
P(28), the threshold growth rate for flowering; and P(29), a constant in 
the equation to determine the number of flowers set. 
From the results of the analysis of final harvest samples, it was 
decided to use a value for P(39) of 0.50 grams. Also from that 
analysis, it was observed that the spanish peanut pod at maturity had a 
mass approximately half that of a virginia type peanut pod. Because the 
length of the pod maturation phase of peanut growth is about the same 
for both types, it was decided to try maximum pod fill rates near half 
of that used in the original model. 
The model was run with the described modifications and all other 
growth and soil water parameters the same as those used in North 
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Carolina. Model output was observed and the identified parameters 
adjusted so that the simulations better modeled the field data. Factors 
used to determine how well the simulation was performing were emergence 
date, least squares differences for both vegetation and pod mass, gen-
eral shape of vegetation and pod growth curves, final pod and vegetative 
masses, beginning of pod set, total pod number, and maximum pod mass. 
Parameter P(l) was adjusted until the model predicted the actual 
emergence dates for the four study sites. The parameter P(lO) was 
adjusted for each run so that the total biomass production was similar 
to the field data. P(28) was decreased until the early pod mass predic-
tions were similar to the field data. The maximum pod fill rate was 
found to lie between 0.02 and 0.03 g/pod per day. P(l7) was found to 
lie between approximately 0.5 and 1.0 g/m2 per pod. Combinations of 
maximum pod fill rate and P(l7) were tested and the output compared. It 
was found that lower fill rates and higher P(l7) values produced good 
approximations to the pod and vegetative growth data obtained from the 
plant samples. From the results of this analysis on sites 4A, 6B, and 
9A it was concluded that the maximum pod fill rate should be 0.023 gjpod 
per day (because fill rate is assumed to be zero at 283 K, P(l6)= 
-6.0859, P(40)=12.2178, P(42)=-6.1089), and that P(l7) should be 0.9 
g/m2 per pod. Once these values were set, P(lO) and P(l9) were found to 
have values of 0.40 and 2.1, respectively. These values produced 
simulations that had total biomass and maximum pod mass near that of the 
field data. Parameters P(l3) and P(29) were not changed because of a 
lack of information for making any change in their values. Due to a 
lack of information for making appropriate changes, most of the P 
parameters were assumed to be the same as those used in North Carolina 
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(except for the reduction in significant digits). However this 
assumption is not unrealistic because functions such as temperature 
factor, shade factor, peg growth rate, peg decay, etc., do not differ 
greatly among peanut cultivars. 
Table VIII is a listing of the 65 parameters for Oklahoma. 
Figures 5 through 8 are the growth curves obtained from the model using 
these parameter values. The pod growth curves fit the pod data fairly 
well. Pod mass increase during the last days of the season was in gen-
eral underpredicted by the model. The vegetative growth simulation was 
very good for sites 6B and 9A but less so for sites 4A and lOA. 
PNUTMOD 
Simulation of Different Irrigation 
Schemes and Planting Dates 
The model was run with different assumed available water contents 
throughout the season to explore the model's response to water deficit. 
Five different available water conditions were used on two different 
emergence dates. The moisture conditions used were: 
1. 100% available water (% AW) throughout the season. 
2. Weekly cycle of 100% AW declining to 50% AW. 
3. 50% AW throughout the season. 
4. 25% AW throughout the season. 
5. 10% AW throughout the season. 
Figures 9 and 10 show the effects of the different moisture levels 
on pod and vegetative growth for an emergence date of May 31 (CD 151). 
Figures 11 and 12 show the effects for an emergence date of June 18, (CD 
169). The weather data from 1985 were used in the simulations. For 
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P(1) = 4.5 
P(5) = 0.0112 
P(9) = 812.0 
P(l3) = 0.22 
P(17) = 0.90 
P(21) = 0.00553 
P(25) = 0.300 
P(29) = 6.0 
P(33) = -0.00438 
P(37) = 0.0 
P(41) = 0.0286 
P(45) = 1. 86 
P(49) = 3.63 
P(53) = 15.0 
P(57) = 0.431 
P(61) = 10.00 
P(65) = 0.0 
TABLE VIII 
PARAMETERS OF YOUNG'S MODEL CALIBRATED 
FOR OKLAHOMA 
P(2) = 0.4 P(3) = 301.5 
P(6) = 2.0 P(7) = 0.1 
P(10) = 0.40 P(11) = 12.0 
P(14) = 0.00753 P(15) = 11.1 
P(18) = 2.3 P(19) = 2.1 
P(22) = 1.44 P(23) = 0.0363 
P(26) = 15.0 P(27) = 1. 7 
P(30) = 11.67 P(31) = 0.197 
P(34) = 0.00263 P(35) = 293.5 
P(38) = 0.0 P(39) = 0.5 
P(42)·= -6.1089 P(43) = 870.0 
P(46) = 0.027 P(47) = 0.082 
P(50) = 0.0 P(51) = 38.6 
P(54) = 8.0 P(55) = 6.50 
P(58) = -0.0321 P(59) = 1.0 
P(62) = 0.80 P(63) = 1.0 
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P(4) = 11.4 
P(8) = 206.0 
P(12) = 0.0217 
P(16) = -6.0859 
P(20) = 0.0 
P(24) = 18.0 
P(28) = 0.10 
P(32) = 0.555 
P(36) = 42.49 
P(40) = 12.2178 
P(44) = 0.00006 
P(48) = 0.0 
P(52) = 0.0 
P(56) = 25.0 
P(60) = -1.10 
P(64) = 0.0 
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Figure 11. Available Hater Effect on Pod Yield using PNUTf~OD: Emergence Day 169 
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both emergence dates the effect of lower available water is a great 
reduction in v~getative growth and a moderate decrease in pod mass after 
pod set. Simulations using the 1984 weather data produced similar 
results. 
Simulations were also performed to study the effect of varying the 
emergence date. Calendar days 140, 150, 160, 170, and 180 were selected 
as emergence dates and used with the 1985 weather data and 100 percent 
available water throughout the season. Figures 13 and 14 show the 
results of these simulations. Figures 15 and 16 are the results of sim-
ulations using the 1984 weather data. These figures show that PNUTMOD 
is still sensitive to low radiation days that produce short seasons. 
For 1984, emergence days 160 and 180 have short seasons while for 1985, 
emergence day 170 has a short season. 
An inspection of Figures 9-12 reveals the two greatest shortcom-
ings of PNUTMOD. The first is that pod mass increase during pod set is 
only a function of temperature and independent of the level of soil 
moisture. The second is that vegetative mass can decrease only during 
pod set despite the known phenomenon that vegetative mass decreases dur-
ing pod fill. It also appears from Figures 9-12 that pod mass is 
largely independent of vegetative mass. This is indicated by the curves 
generated with only 10 percent available water. Although vegetative 
mass was severely reduced, pod mass was only moderately reduced. 
Youn~'s Model 
Because the model contains detailed soil water interactions, it 
was used to simulate the effect of different irrigation scheduling cri-
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Figure 16. Effect of Emergence Date on Vegetative Growth using PNUTMOD (1984 Weather Data) 
\J1 
\0 
rain/irrigation was simulated through keyboard input. The irrigation 
treatments simulated were: 
1. Refilling the root zone when it reached 50 percent available 
water(% AW). 
2. Refilling the root zone when the soil moisture potential at a 
depth of 30 em reached -0.6 bar. 
3. Refilling the root zone at 50% AW during vegetative growth, 
-0.6 bar potential during pegging and pod formation, and -2.0 
bars potential after pod addition ceased. 
4. Adding half of the deficit when 30% AW was reached. 
5. Applying water so that moisture was never limiting (soil 
moisture factor always 1.0). 
Treatments 1 and 2 come from Boote (1983) and treatment 3 is the sugges-
tion from Stansell et al. (1976). These five conditions were run with 
planting dates of calendar days 145 and 164. The simulation for plant-
ing day 145 used the soils, planting density, and row spacing of site 4A 
while planting day 164 used the inputs for site 9A. Tables IX and X 
give a summary of the.simulation results. Figures 17 through 20 show 
the growth curves obtained from the five conditions for the two planting 
dates. 
For a planting date of calendar day 145, the model showed essen-
tially no difference between treatments 3 and 5. Treatment 3 produced 
the best net yield per em of applied water. Net yield is the pod mass 
that is harvestable (total pod mass less immature pods and pods lost due 
to detachment from pegs). For a planting date of 164, there was a 
marked increase for treatment 5 over treatment 3. However, among the 

















SUMMARY OF YOUNG'S MODEL SIMULATIONS FOR FIVE 
IRRIGATION TREATMENTS FOR PLANTING DAY 145 
Applied Pod Veg. Pod Net 
Water Count Mass Mass Yield 
em #/m2 g/m2 g/m2 kg/ha 
45.5 660 570 500 4600 
49.0 700 620 540 5060 
47.2 740 620 550 5240 
40.6 470 460 360 3300 
59.9 720 550 550 5260 
TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF YOUNG'S MODEL SIMULATIONS FOR FIVE 
IRRIGATION TREATMENTS FOR PLANTING DAY 164 
Applied Pod Veg. Pod Net 
Water Count Mass Mass Yield 
em #/m2 g/m2 g/m2 kg/ha 
34.0 680 625 435 3750 
39.6 600 545 405 3600 
33.3 720 660 465 4010 
29.0 300 300 200 1800 
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Figure 20. Irrigation Treatment Effect on Vegetative Growth using Young's Model: Planting Day 164 
c:r-
\J1 
amount of applied water. A comparison of treatment 4 against the others 
demonstrates the yield increase that can be provided by proper irriga-
tion. Simulations using 1984 weather data produced nearly the same 
results as the simulations with 1985 weather data. 
To simulate the effect of planting date, the model was run using 
planting dates of calendar days 140, 150, 160, 170. and 180; plant den-
sity of 12.0 plantsjm; row spacing of 0.9144 m (36 in.); the soils of 
site 4A; the 1985 weather data; and irrigation according to treatment 3. 
Table XI and Figures 21 and 22 give the results of the simulations. It 
appears that there is little difference between planting days 140 and 
150 but that planting after day 150 results in a growing season that is 
too short to allow full development of the crop. Simulations using the 










SUMMARY OF YOUNG'S MODEL SIMULATIONS FOR 
FIVE PLANTING DATES 
Applied Pod Veg. Pod Net 
Water Coun~ Mas~ Mas~ Yieid 
em #/m g/m g/m kg/ha 
52.3 690 510 520 4900 
49.0 690 550 530 4960 
41.7 640 570 470 4190 
35.3 640 590 400 3360 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
To begin this study, the literature was reviewed to identify 
peanut growth models that had already been formulated. As a result of 
this review, two peanut growth models were identified that could be used 
to simulate peanut growth in Oklahoma. These two models are PNUTMOD 
developed at the University of Florida and the model of Young and asso-
ciates (Young's model) developed at North Carolina State University. 
During the summer of 1985, data were collected that were necessary 
for execution and calibration of the models. Four field sites in Caddo 
County were intensively monitored for soil moisture, rainfall and irri-
gation, and sequential harvest data. Weather data were collected by a 
weather station locat~on at the Caddo Research Station. 
The two models were modified, programmed on a computer, and cali-
brated against the sequential harvest data. Once calibrated, the two 
models were used to simulate the effects of different soil moisture 
levels and planting dates on pod and vegetative growth. 
Conclusions 
The two models, as calibrated for the spanish type peanut variety 
used in this study, can adequately simulate peanut growth in Oklahoma. 
70 
71 
The parameters listed in Chapter V are those that were found to give the 
best simulation of the field data for the four field sites. 
The two models both simulated pod mass very well. Simulation of 
vegetative growth is adequate, although Young's model is physiologically 
more correct because of the senescence of vegetation late in the season. 
Using PNUTMOD, the effect of low soil moisture availability is a 
sharp decrease in vegetative growth and a moderate decrease in pod 
growth as compared to high water availability. PNUTMOD also predicts a 
decrease in vegetative mass and a larger decrease in pod mass as the 
emergence date is increased from calendar day 140 to 180. Periods of 
low solar radiation however can produce prematurely short seasons. 
Simulations using Young's model ~ndicate that the best net yield-
applied water combination occurs when the root zone soil moisture 
reaches 50 percent available water during vegetative growth, 0.6 bar 
tension at a depth of 30 em during peg growth and pod formation, and 2 
bars tension during pod maturation. Using Young's model, final vegeta-
tive mass increases while pod mass decreases as planting date is delayed 
from calendar day 140 to 180. 
Recommendations 
Both models could be used as demonstrations to illustrate the 
effects of soil moisture and planting date on peanut growth. PNUTMOD is 
a much simpler model and would be more suitable to classroom and labora-
tory instruction in classes related to agronomic production and plant 
stress response. Young's model could be used by Extension personnel, 
consultants, and perhaps farmers themselves in investigating the 
response of the peanut crop to different weather and management inputs. 
Both models have areas needing improvement. PNUTMOD could include 
some provision for senescence of vegetation late in the season and a 
reduction in pod mass increase during pod set in response to an environ-
mental stress. The criterion for the termination of pod set needs to be 
modified so that the model will be less sensitke to periods of low 
I, 
\ 
solar radiation. Data input for the current v~sion of Young's model 
could be improved. Inputs related to soils ne~ to be simpler and 
I 
easier to obtain. Both models need some way o~quantifying and or pre-
dicting disease damage and its effect on vegetfion and pods. Research 
done in Caddo County on predicting evapotranspjation could be incorpo-
rated into Young's model in subroutine PET. I 
72 
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1985 WEATHER DATA 
77 
78 
CALENDAR MAX. MIN. SOLAR AVE. ~-IBID 
DAY TEl"lP. TEMP. RAD. REL. SPEED 
c c Langleys HUMIDITY m/s 
139 26.7 1 1 • 1 500 60.0 2.68 
140 26.1 1 5. 0 500 60.0 2.68 
141 25.0 15. 0 500 60.0 2.68 
142 25.0 1 1 • 7 500 60.0 2.68 
143 29.4 8.9 500 60.0 2.68 
144 32.2 1 0. 6 500 60.0 2.68 
145 34.4 12.8 500 60.0 2.68 
146 35.0 18.9 500 60.0 2.68 
147 29.1 19.6 529 85.0 4.80 
148 32.4 21 . 4 506 80.0 4.56 
149 37.3 22.4 656 60.0 4.34 
150 40.5 2'1 .8 708 50.0 5. 1,3 
151 32.9 20.0 559 68.0 3.50 
152 36.3 19.3 544 65.0 4. 12 
153 37.0 18.7 635 65.0 ·'1-.41 
154 31 • 5 21 . 7 529 75.4 4. 1 6 
155 31 • 1 18.5 321 83.6 5.00 
156 24.5 18.0 205 94.7 2.96 
157 28.2 18.5 482 86.8 1 . 78 
158 32.8 24.6 517 '13. 7 2.58 
159 35.5 21 . 4 708 63.6 3.55 
160 34.3 21 • 6 551 70. 1 2.60 
161 33.7 20.7 617 68.4 4. 31 
162 26.8 16.5 598 78.1 3.78 
163 25.3 15. 0 703 57.3 3.22 
164 27.4 11 . 7 701 63.4 4. 1 ~! 
165 32.2 1 7. 1 696 60. 1 5.64 
'166 33.2 21 • 3 687 65.3 2.87 
167 37.0 20.5 699 62.0 4.80 
168 30.9 21 • 8 438 63.8 4.55 
169 28.9 16.6 392 59.7 2.65 
170 30.3 14.6 707 56.7 2.33 
1 71 31 . 3 19.4 672 52.4 6.25 
172 ::32.5 21 . 0 674 66.2 6.49 
173 32.0 22.0 473 74.2 4.99 
174 32.9 20.6 494 75.6 5.47 
175 33.5 21 .3 670 66.4 5.53 
176 33.0 21 . 5 613 68.5 6.29 
177 30.7 17.9 438 75.9 5. 1 3 
178 26.2 1 5. 8 662 66.7 4.58 
179 32.4 12.6 725 60.7 2.09 
180 32.5 15.8 711 54.9 3.37 
181 34.6 '17. 3 678 53.3 3.37 
182 .:n . 6 1 9. 9 410 62.0 2.34 
183 30.5 18.9 645 74.9 2. 1 <.=:; 
184 34.0 18.3 667 70.2 '1. 68 
185 34.7 18.4 686 62.6 r-) ~-, ,-, -=--00 
186 34.1 20.7 68'=J 63.9 2.97 
187 34. '1 17.6 696 58.9 1 . 58 
188 3~ c" - ._ .. ,) 17.3 697 60.6 1 • 84 
79 
189 34.9 19.4 695 63.3 3.41 
190 36.8 19.5 686 54.9 3.22 
191 36.5 22.2 637 52.3 2.64 
192 37. ·1- 18.4 683 59.8 1 . 90 
193 37.7 20.3 683 54-. 1 3.39 
194 35.7 20.2 680 55.6 4.37 
195 36.2 22.0 677 60 .1 4.34 
196 36. 1 21 • 2 473 68.7 2.42 
197 34.4 22.5 637 72.4 3.05 
198 34.0 20.9 640 74.4 3.55 
199 36.7 22.4 674 78.2 3.80 
200 35.5 21 .6 646 75.3 3.05 
201 35.7 21 • 8 620 81 . 4 2. 1 ·1 
202 35.7 20.8 616 82.9 1 . 45 
203 32.9 22.8 479 81 . 4 2. 1 1 
204 33.5 20.3 389 82.6 2.29 
205 33.2 20.9 425 86.0 3.52 
206 30.7 21 • 8 303 87.4 1 . 9o 
207 33.0 21 . 2 645 84.2 2. 1 2 
208 33. 1 21 . 2 473 82.3 1 . 66 
209 34 .1 22.7 601 83.1 3.37 
210 36.5 23.0 561 85.2 2.52 
211 36.8 23.2 668 88.9 4.45 
212 35.9 22.0 665 53.3 3.88 
213 35.7 20.2 624 65.2 2.85 
214 35.7 20.6 557 69.2 2.82 
215 39. 1 23.7 641 54.8 3.60 
216 39.1 22.9 599 50.8 4. 12 
217 29.6 21 .8 279 79.4 2.22 
218 38.1 21 • 7 649 65.9 1 . 88 
219 35.0 20.7 656 62.5 3. '16 
220 35.3 20.5 651 62.5 2.56 
221 37.9 23. 1 645 48.4 4.48 
222 32.6 20.5 622 63.7 3.28 
223 36.8 21 . 3 577 56.4 3.21 
224 36.7 21 . 9 575 42.5 4.49 
225 36.6 22.3 521 60.7 3.25 
226 24.0 20.2 160 89.0 2.44 
227- 29.7 19.7 462 79.4 1 . 62 
228 33.8 20.2 588 76.8 2.51 
229 36.U 21 . 5 615 64.6 3.02 
230 38.0 22. 1 521 60.0 2.37 
231 3--. ~ ..:l.O 21 . 0 411 75.4 3.07 
232 35. 'I 20.9 582 73.6 2.69 
233 34.0 :22.6 357 64.8 3. 1 4 
234 37.6 25.3 593 47.8 4. 9"1 
235 38.6 21 . 2 475 58.7 3.06 
236 34.2 20.2 565 66. 1 2. 6E. 
237 30.8 14.6 594 57.3 2.00 
238 31 . 6 17.5 565 tA. 0 3.30 
239 33.3 19.7 577 59.1 3.46 
240 33. •} 19.2 579 56.2 3. 1 7 
241 34.7 18.6 593 57.8 3.23 
2·1-2 36.9 19.4 5t:i3 51 . 6 2.41 
80 
243 38.0 '17. 9 592 50.7 2.34 
244 39.2 19.8 557 45.5 2.31 
245 37.3 21 . 7 523 52. ·1- 2.95 
246 39.4 19.5 557 52.7 2.50 
247 38. 1 19.8 52'1 46.0 3.76 
248 36.9 24.0 527 49.3 5.44 
249 34.0 22.9 559 60.7 5. 1 1 
250 36.8 21 . 9 516 64.1 3.88 
251 37.2 21.9 501 54.5 3. 05 
252 3'1. 4 20.0 496 52.0 2.70 
253 35.0 20.0 381 67.8 2.99 
254 32.2 20.2 491 70.0 3.35 
255 31 . 5 21 . 0 413 72.1 3. 12 
256 32.7 18.3 304 78.3 3.00 
257 25.5 1 7. 1 313 79.4 2.21 
258 25.1 17.5 269 81 . 1 2.96 
259 27.4 19.5 179 80.2 5.25 
260 31 . 5 19.8 482 64.1 6.37 
261 29.4 21 . 1 284 70.6 5.63 
262 29.7 22.4 282 68.5 5. 1 6 
263 31 . 3 1 3. 9 321 75. 1 4.46 
264 21 . 0 12.5 300 76.8 2.20 
265 29.3 14.8 323 80.9 3.95 
266 20.3 10.3 531 65.6 4.30 
267 22.4 6.9 460 68.2 3.21 
268 22.8 11 • 7 507 57.2 4.62 
269 22.2 8.9 514 50.8 2.36 
270 27.4 1 0. 6 503 45.6 5.70 
271 25.7 15.4 254 77. 1 5.88 
272 1 7. 1 5.8 123 86.5 6.49 
273 1 4. 1 2.5 493 67.4 3.96 
274 17.2 4.0 486 67.3 _L._2g 
APPENDIX B 
RAINFALL/IRRIGATION DATA FOR 




CALENDAR SITE SITE SITE SITE 
DAY 4A 68 9A 1 OA 
143 0.00 
144 0.00 
145 0.00 0.00 
146 0.50 0.50 
147 0.00 0.00 
148 0.00 0.00 0.00 
149 0.00 0.00 0.00 
150 0.00 0.00 0.00 
151 0.00 0.00 0.00 
152 0.00 0.00 0.00 
153 0.95 0.95 0.95 
154 0.00 0.00 0.00 
155 1 . 69 1 • 69 1 . 69 
156 1. 42 1 . 42 1 . 42 
157 0.71 0. 71 0.71 
158 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
159 0.00 0.00 0.00 
160 0.00 0.00 0.00 
161 'I • ~'50 1 • 50 ·1 • 50 
162 0.00 0.00 o.ou 
163 0.00 0.00 0.00 
164 0.00 0.00 o.uo o.uo 
165 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
166 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
167 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
168 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
169 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
170 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
172 0.50 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
173 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
174 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
175 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
176 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
177 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0.74 I .20 
178 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17<:1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
180 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
182 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
183 0.06 0.06 0.25 0.07 
184 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
185 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
186 0.00 0.00 0".00 0.00 
187 u.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
188 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 
189 1 . 50 o.oo 0.00 1 . 50 
190 0.00 1 . 1 0 0.00 0.00 
1 91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
192 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 
83 
193 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
'I ~J4 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
195 0.57 0.70 0.62 0.00 
196 0. 4.7 0'.58 o.oo 0.00 
197 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
198 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
199 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 . 28 
200 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 
201 0.00 1 • 1 6 0.00 0.00 
202 'I . 22 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
203 0.00 o.oo 0.66 0.00 
204 0.28 0. 1 2 0.00 0.00 
205 1 . 31 0.85 1 • 20 1 . 54 
206 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
207 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
208 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
209 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
210 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
211 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 
212 o.oo 1 • 21 o.oo 0.00 
213 0.00 0.00 0.00 2. 08 
214 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
215 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
216 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
217 2.80 1 • 1 8 1 . 87 1 . 1 7 
218 0 .19 0. 19 0 .12 0. 1 3 
219 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
220 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
221 o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.00 
222 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
223 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
224 0.72 0.00 0.79 0.00 
225 1 • U8 0.50 0.00 0.59 
226 0.09 0.63 0. ·l5 0. 1 0 
227 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
228 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
229 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
230 1 . 30 1 • 04 0.03 0. 1 0 
231 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
232 0. 1 3 0. 31 0.00 0.00 
233 0.00 0.00 0.52 1 . 47 
234 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
235 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
236 1 . 55 0.93 0.00 0.00 
237 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
238 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.00 
239 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
240 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
241 0.00 0.00 0.84 0.00 
242 1 . 06 0.00 0.00 1 "'~' -~.::.
243 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
244 1 . 62 o.oo 0.51 0.00 
245 0.00 1 . 33 0.00 0.00 
246 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
84 
247 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
248 2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
249 0.00 0.95 0.83 o.oo 
250 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 . 08 
251 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
252 1 . 87 o.oo 0.64 0.00 
253 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
254 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
255 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
256 0.00 1 . 08 0.63 0.00 
257 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
258 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
259 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.00 
260 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
261 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
262 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
263 1 . 25 1 . 0 0 1 . 68 1 . 01 
264 0.00 0.00 0~00 0.00 
265 0.22 1 • 20 0.27 0.27 
266 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
.267 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
268 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
269 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
270 0.48 0.37 0.00 0.00 
271 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
272 3.45 3.45 3.45 3 . .q 5 
273 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
274 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
APPENDIX C 
NEUTRON PROBE DATA OF TOTAL WATER 
(in) IN 48 INCH ROOT ZONE 
85 
86 
CALENDAF! SITE SITE SITE SlTE 
DAY 4A 6B 9A 1 OA 
160 9. 44 
161 1 0. 1 2 
'162 9.72 
163 9.66 
'164 11 . 46 9.45 
167 11 . 46 9. 16 
171 8.64 
'174 11 • 27 8.23 
176 1 0. 92 9.24 7.86 
177 11 . 32 9. 81 8.63 
178 11 . 21 9.56 8.40 
181 1 0. 74 9.32 8.1 0 
'183 10.70 12.12 9.15 7.91 
'185 10.39 11 . 88 8.87 7.63 
188 ·1 'I .52 
189 1 0. ~3 11 . 43 8.36 7.90 
190 11 • 81 
191 11 • 72 8.16 
192 9 • C)8 11 . 35 7.95 7. 31 
195 9.77 11 . 45 8.02 6.75 
"196 9.78 
198 9.56 11.18 7.69 
199 9.40 1 "I • 05 7.52 6.52 
200 11 . 00 
202 9.42 11 • 53 7 r)l= •"'-'-' b.06 
203 7.35 5.98 
204 9.34 1 1 • 43 
205 9.88 7.85 6. "1? 
206 9.85 11 . 52 7.86 6.65 
209 9. 41 11 . 07 7.41 6.28 
211 9.28 1 0. 62 7.03 5. 81 
212 11 . 06 
217 CJ. 98 11 . 0 0 7. 08 6. '')5 
218 9.68 6.91 6.76 
220 Y.oO 10.60 6.60 6.45 
223 8.76 1 0. 23 6.08 5.69 
2:24 8.81 6.24 
225 9.27 5.54 
226 9.37 10.32 6.30 5.60 
227 9.20 1 0. 1 0 6.20 5.43 
230 9.37 10.33 5.79 5.19 
232 9. 1 6 10.23 
233 5.68 5.92 
234 8.77 9.93 5.48 5.61 
238 9. 06 9.98 4.99 5.08 
242 8.64 9.42 4.89 4.99 
:245 8.79 9.52 4.69 4.59 
249 8.72 9.72 4.64 
252 9.07 9.36 4.66 ·1-. 47 
266 8.60 9. ·16 4.68 •t. 45 

















PROGRAM LISTING OF PNUTMOD 
88 
10 CLS 
.21) li\IPUT"SIMULATTON NAME";A$ 
30 BS="B:"+A.+".PD" 
41) C:f= 11 8: 11 +A$+ 11 .VM 11 
'50 CNPUT"AIJAILABLE WATER FlLENAME";DS 
bO OPEN "B:WEATH" FOR INPUT AS #1 
7t) OPEN BS FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
81) OPEN C~ FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
90 OPEN 0$ FOR INPUT AS #4 
lliO REM THE SEVEN VARIETAL PARAMETERS <OKLAHOMA VALUES> 
110 DUE=640:PWF=1.85:PCF=.62:PART=.96:PSF=.0196:EX=3.5:PNE=.92 
120 CLS 















WHILE NOT EOF ( 1> 
INPUT #4,PD,AW 
INPUT #1,JD,ADB,RAD 
REM IF WEATHER DATA IS 
IF JD<PD GOTO 170 
BEFORE EMERGENCE DAY ~EEP READING UNTIL THEY MATCH 
REM CALCULATE THE MOISTURE FACTOR KA 
~A=LOG(AW*100+1)/LOG<101> 
REM THERE IS NO GROWTH IF ADB. IS LESS THAN 10 C 
IF ADB·· 10 THEN GOTO 490 
REM CALCULATE DU 
DU=DU+ADB-10 
REM CALCULATE GC IF IN EXPANSION PHASE 
LF DU,DUE THEN GC=<DU/DUE>/EX ELSE GC=1 
DASMAX=RAD*PNE 
REM CALCULATE DAILY ASSIMILATE, DAS 
DAS=RAD*PNE *GC*~· A. 
IF GC•. 1 THEN DVDM=DVDM+DAS ELSE GOTO 340 
GOTO 490 

























IF GC=1 AND PL<-1 THEN DPDMI=PSF*<DU-DUE> ELSE GOTO 440 
DPDM=DPDM+DPDMI 
REM SKIP PL COMPUTATION ON LOW RADIATION DAY 
IF RAD<12 GOT0.470 
PL=<DPDMI/PCF/DASMAXl/PART 
REM CHECI<" FOR END OF POD SET AND COMPUTE DUF 
IF PL>1 THEN DUP=DU-DUE ELSE GOTO 470 
DUF=.633*PWF*DUP/PART-125 
GOTO 470 





REM SCREEN OUTPUT 
PRINT USING"### #### 
D,DU,GC,DVDM,DPDM,FL,KA 
#.## ####.## ###.## 
500 REM FILE OUTPUT <DOES NOT WRITE VALUES LESS THAN 1. 0 G/M"2) 
510 IF DPDM,1! GOTO 530 
520 WRITE #2,JD,DPDM 
530 IF DVDM,1! GOTO 560 
540 WRITE #3,JD,DVDM 
550 IF FL.d THEN GOTO 570 
560 WEND 






SUBROUTINE LISTINGS FOR YOUNG'S MODEL 
90 
:-3LOC.T DATA 
CUt·1t·1DI'l · BLGC~: q / F::B < 65) , F:BD\:.;: ( 65 .l , TRB, TSI"ID, TC ( 6~.5) , ..:11"lD < 65\ . DCU\'·1. 




COMMON IBLOC~C/ FIRST 
COMMON tBLOCKB• THIRD 
Cot1t10t l t BLOCt-:o t FOUF:TH 








LOGICAL FIRST, rHIRD,FOURTH 
DIMENSION P<100) ,TMINC200) ,TMAXC200l ,RC200) ,XMC651 
1 .P ILi.JS 1.::.•Y!J 
COMMON !BLOCKlt VSMCA'65),TPWP<65l,TMPWRC65) ,VSMCFCC65l, 
1 VSMCWP1a5l .COEFFBC65l,EXPAC65) .DLAYER,ISLOAM,ILOAM 
COMMON /BLOCk2/ RHC200>,WSPEEDC200l .SUNSINC200l ,RFt200• ,H 
COMMON IBLOCk3/ WAP,CE,CLAI,ES,EP,STAGE,TIME2 
91 
Celr'll"'ON t BLUD.'5t I'<PF ,RPGA, RBG, Cf·:·E, WTD, 1/SMCAD ( 65) , NOF.'DZ, TAGE, t··1ROOTD 
COMMON IBLOCk61 CLAIF,ALPHA,CUMES1,CUMES2 
COMMON tBLOCk7/ ZSMCA(65J ,ZSMCFC(a5l ,LSMCWP!a5l .~xPAAI65,, 
TCOEF8(65l,CONST2C65l ,CONSTl 
COMMON /BLOCK9/ RBI65l,RBDRC65) ,TRB,TSMD,TCC65) ,AMD(65) ,DCUM, 
+ UPPERU,UTSMD,RBDIC20l,RRGFC65l,AEPC65l 
COMMON /BLOCkC/ FIRST 
COMMON /BLOCKS/ GAMMA,SPT,SVPSPT,SVPW 
COMMON /BLOCKB/ THIRD 
COMMON /BLOCKD/ FOURTH 










F:EAD C 1 , 26) C F' ( I ) , I= 1 , NP) 
26 FORMATC8F10.5J 
t.<JRITE(3,33) (p(!) ,I=l,NPl 
-··-· FORMATC3X, F'C1> 




p (3) PC4> 
p ( 10) p (11) 
4 ll, 3X,' PC13) F'C14) PC15) PC16) 
5J8) P<lq) PC20) PC21> PC22) PC23> 
6,3X,12F1 1).5, 
'll, 3X,' PC25) PC26) PC27) PC28) 
830> PC31• PC32) PC33) PC34l PC35) 
9,3X,12F10.5, 
1 ll, 3X,' PIJ7) PC38) PC39) PUh:J) 






F' ( 2C? l PC 
p (:56) It / 
P(41) PC 
P •, 48) ' • I 
92 
'r, '' I-' (.Y,Q l e I, ~~1) ! r-· 1.51 ! p .. c.--. ..:~ ) F il:;~.) r-
F !,5·:· ' r-· ( ~..:; "; ' F' 1,581 p 
'5 -.:; ' 
p ' al ) p (62 ! p •.6::::;) p 164 I i=· 
.!l " :; :t ., ~,!= j t_ ,. C:.1, ' I 
-<LF'HH = I=·~:CJF'CJfo•:l lQI'lHL 1. r 1 COHSTANT IN SOIL E\'APOF:ATII]i'l ELKJA rlOH. 
,;,_ r-·HH = F ( 4'"' I 
rt~l~ = rQEFFClENT JN EOU~TION FOF: CALRTTNG LEAF AREA INOE•. 
CLA[F = F •.:::;1, 
('L.ri iFP "' GEF TH •JF EACH L A'r EF:. 
01 f·<YEF: = f-' 1 5::::) 
C rtE = EtlTNCTION COEFFICIENT USED IN SUBROUTINE ESDl~r. 
CI·.E = F'155l 
[ UPPERU = UPPER LIMIT FOR 5TAGE2 EVAPOF:ATION. 
UPPEF:U = P \ '.:161 
C NnRO! = # OF ZONES THE RIHZOSPHERE IS DIVIDED INTO 
~JOPDZ = P 0:54! 
C li'IPZ = INifJAL NUMBER OF ROOT ZONES 
11·11~2. = P•,ol 
PE'..::.O Hll r IHL HOC.iT 8101'1ASS OISTF:IBUTlOtl 
kEP,D(1,2'51 IRBDJiil, I=l,INRZl 
FOF:MI-iT ( 8F 1 u. '2 l 
i,oJFo: l T E ( -..:; • ::7 1 ( F< BD I ( I l , 1 = 1 , T N R l ; 
F-OF.l'1Al'l'3;.,,· R8DJ\ll RBDI<2l F<BOl\31 Rt:lfli'·~' 
1~· 80 I i 6 1 r;:BD l ( 7 l RBD I ( 8 l ' , / , 1 X , SF 10. 2 l 
CALL o,:,rA \I CHEf:,, Ti"'IN, rt·1AX, r;, Xi'1, NDAY', I DAY. IDA t 2 .1'-JD l 
GLOBE <UN 1'1 =8 1 






CLUSE 1 UN I T=?l 
1~ READC1,42~10AY1,IDA~F.IY'EAR,PLPFT,ROWSP,ITREAT 
4~ FOF:MATC3I5.2F10.5,I51 
£F\ITREAT.EQ.OlGO TO 99 
~·JR I fE • :3.461 IDAY 1, I YEAR, .f.DAYF, PLPFT, RO\IJSP, ITREA1 
4o FOF'M?H ', ;;:;:;x. 'PEANUTS PLANTED ON JULIAN DATE', I4, OF', I5/ 
t~K. 'FTNAL DAV OF SEASON WAS JULIAN DATE',I4· 
2~Y,'PLANTS PER i"'ETER OF F'OW=',F10.5/ 
43~.'ROW SPACING=',F10.5,' METERS'/ 
53X. 'lREATMENT NUMBER',I3/Il 
I Df:O.= I Oi.:,y 1-NDA {+I 
f I.=IOA'yF-NDAV+1 
IF(lDA.LT. [DAYlGO TO 90 
1~(1 ~.GT.IDAi2JGO TO 90 
CALL PENUTCIDA.~K,P,TMIN,TMAK,R,XM,AX1,BXl,CX1,AX2,BX2,CX~.AN1. 
tBN1,CNl.AN2,BN2.CN2,PLPFT,ROWSP,EPSI,EPS,NOAYI 
GO 10 15 
9<) t•JR I TE ( :.3 , 9 1 l 
' 
I 
9l FORMAT\l<)X,'TEMPEI~ATURE,MOISTURE,RADIATION AND \!.lEIGHT DATA AF:E FOR 





~uBROUTINE DATACICHE~ ,TMIN,TMAX,R,XM,NDAY,lDAY,IDAYF,NDl 
fMPLICif REAL~8CA-H,U-Z' 
Olt-IEt,JS IDtl f1"1Hl • ::··-")I, lt1A;~;! '2•.".) > ,F: (2(11)), KM !651 
COMMON ·BLOCI'2' RHC2001 .WSPEED<2001,5UNSIN•200l.RFI'20•JI ,H 
lCi-11:::1.=•) 
F:Et-tlJ 1, 8. -:.2) NOt~'t • ~HlA'T F. H 
t ;o.o.:tmA 'iF -NDA t + 1 
tD~t{=l 
:DATI =tlDAYF-NOA'/+1 
DO ' .. in I=t, 1\10 
5•:. I~:EHL• •, s. a c)) ri"IAX <I, • 1M r N 1 r > , r~: c I 1 • m; c I ' , !>!SPEED< 1 1 ,1.:;,r= ,, I > 
READlt.4000lSOLCNT,XLA'r,AR,BP 
X.LAT=iLAT*2. •)*:;::. 1415926/360.0 
WRITE13.20001SOLCNT,XLA1,AR,BR 
;::(HJ(t I-OF:t·1AT' •,5X, SOLCNT= ,FlC>. 5, XLAT=' ,F1•). 5,. 14P=', 
JF1u.5, BR=',F10.5/13X,'DAV',4K,'R'.eX,'SUNSJN I 






;;>I'' ·_o;, 141596 
SUNSINtJl=CR•J>IRO-ARltBR 
n=<SUNSH~I ll .LT.O.>>lSUNSINCII=').O 
[ F I SUNS IN ( I 1 • GT. t • 0 I SUNS IN ( I l = 1 • < 1 
I_...; l +NDA'i- l 
C IF!P!48J.LT.1.0l GOrO 105 
C WRllE13,300lL,RCII,SUNSlNCII 
1 '-'~ CONT 1 NUE 







;l]l-;J,·OL! l I NE J"·EtJUT •. IDA.~} , i=', Ti"l IN, Tl'lAX , R, :<t'l.f4Y. 1 • B :( 1 , t.>. 1 , A', 2, B t.:":, L •::::, 
11-\I'J 1 • BN 1 • CN 1, At·C. BN2. CN::::. PLF'FT, ROl.<ISF-', EPS I, EF'S ,I H.lf-1 r • 
c 
[i"1F'LJC 1 T REAU~-8 'A-H, 0-Z \ 
.D II'1EtJ'3J.ON TOP INC'· '2<)•).> , PODACC 1 200) , F'EGCT < ::::oo·1 , F·fJDCT •. 2(1<:• • ., 
J l..t TL EAF •. c'<XI! , PGI'1ACT ( 2'Y') \ • F'EGI>J r ( 2<)•)) , F'Om·l T \ ::O:H) \ • H?i~·:')!J.J I • . ...:• H > > , 
::. J~·ruf·hl r •. "2•Y>.> ,PF'ODL•ll 1 2•)1"1) ,FC i2(h)) ,F' \ 1.0(1\, li1IN (2<)0), n1..:-1Y i 2•)') > .R • . .:2<"".>) 
::; • t.t1 ( o'S) "t= l. F'CIOL '· .::::uo I • s TF'tJOL c::n•) I • F'l'lA :( C2•"><">) • t1A r I "2<)(1 I • F' I LOS ( ::•.>•) I 
~ , PBL.L)SS '· 20• > > , tll_USS \ 2<"1<)) , t='STR ( '2•)0) . 
COMMON ,BLOCI31RWAP,CE,CLAI.ES.EF',Sl.AGE,TJME~ 
COMMON 18LOCt·s; RPF,RPGA;RBG,CKE,WTD,VSMCADI65l ,NORDZ,IAGE.MROOTO 
C 01'1t10N 1 B!_OCf: 9 I F:8 '- 65 > , RBDR ( 65\ , TRB, T51'1D, TC ( 63 1 • AMD 1 a~• J , DC Ul'l. 
+ UPPERU,UTSMD,RBDI<20l ,RRGFI65) .~EP16Sl 
<:MF = 1. •.>Do 
lF'll == 1-''\11.> 
IP24==P ( :Z•l > 
l.:lF:OPnD '>. 0 
Dr'OPLF = •J. (J 
\11i-<TPL1 = • ..> .. •.• 
I AL' = I,J 
If-iCC -= •) 
fFL = • •. (1 
FDFIJP = •). lJ 
TPEGCl u. f1 
l.:!f-'EGCT '>. •) 
rPODC r • >. • , 
t3PODCT •). •) 
:<t1PGC r <). •) 
1 F'EGAC <) .(> 
rPG~'l r=,u. u 
ITDF' = (• 
I I:··OD -= •.> 
IFLOI>Jr: 0 
C EI'1EI•:GENCE, ~.s A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
C NOTE: THE STATEMENTS EMERGE=•:>, TLFWT=O. AND CFIX=O HAVE BEEN 
C ADDED TO SUPPLY SUBF:OUTINE WUF'TAI<" THESE VALUES UNTIL EMERGENCE 
c: 
c 
EMERGE = t). 0 
TLF~'JT = (>.0 
CFI )( = <J. (1 
L'D 9 t=lDA,~.I<-
IFil.Lr.IDAlGO TO 10 
TAV=C0.5DO•CTMINIIl+TMAXII))+460.0D0>*5.0D0/9.0DO 
F=F+!.O/DEXPCIIPC3)-TAVl/PC4ll*ICPI3l-TAVI/P14))) 
IF \F. GT. F' I 1) J GO TO 11 
C F' ( 1) IS THE FRACTION SUMt1ATION FROM THE TEMPERATURE EOUf-iTIOt--.1 
C FOR EMERGENCE 
c 
c 
1•) CALL WUPTA~-: (I , NDAY, XMF, R, TMAX, TM IN, XM, TLFIIJT, EMERGE, P, PLPF T, 
+·RDWSF'l 
9 CONTINUE 
C EMERGENCE OCCURED, INITIALIZE THE DAlLY VARIABLES 
c 
t 1 = I 





DCJ ::: 1 1· • f f· 
F ~1f-u:. '· l 1 :':i·~.:::;o .. q•';J 
1"1>-~l' ( l i ::•) 
PF'Di"Jl·JT ' I ' = 'I. ,_, 
F C':JI'IAC' T 0: T l =•-•. •:• 
F F.GI.·rr ( I, ::(1" (• 
F·ou.:..l·-,c 1 I ) = (•. • .' 
POOC 1 ' 1 ) = t). ,-l 
PODL•IT \ I I =(>. t) 
HAF:' ,'I >..IT '· t ) =o. 'J 
PJ:JL OSS \ I 1 =0. 0 
BLOSS (I) ·=O. t) 
F'STR\II=F'C43) 
F'EGCT I I) = (!. l) 
FC\Il = r),(J 
F'TOPI.•JT I I ) =0. 0 
1 OF' INC \ I I = t) • •) 
FLF'OOL C T. ) =u. r) 
S TF'tJOL \ J l =•:•. •) 
c· coN r INUE 
I"'OOL='). ,-l 
PTOPWT\~J = P\2,+PLPFTIROWSF' 
WTLEAr= tf· l = PIOFWTr.f:') l>- P<3:2! 
TLFWl = WTLE~Ft~-~ 
STMWT=PTOPWr<VI-TLFWT 
E~'l = •J. •.) 
00 :20 I =t< • t-: 1--: 
T STr:ES=1-, 
EH = t:::M + 1.0 




rF = 1.0, DEXP<<<P<3>-rAV>IPC4ll*<<P<3>-TAV>IP<4>>l 
RFAC=1.0DO-DEXPC-F'C5l*R<IIl 
C TF IS Tt:::MPERATURE FACTOR 




)' = TLFI.>JT 
IFiX.GE.PtBil5F=<P<Bl+PC9lJ/CX +PC9ll 
C SF IS A SHADE FACTOR AND IS RELATED TO THE TOTAL LEAF WEIGHT 





TLFW r = •.'>. 'l 
ATLFl-<JT = •). ') 
DO 5 LFINDY = k,I 
AF = 1. 0 
TF 11-LFINDY.GE.IF'll/ AF = 1.0- PC121 * CI-LFINDY-IP11l 
95 
~ AF r; ~GlNG FACfOP 
C :...Fill[•·, J~':i THE LEHF ltH f!{~riUI'l J)l-1r 
L 1 F 1 l T 5 f H£~ NlH1ElER OF DA\"5 BEF11PE AG 1 NG BEG It-15 
C F"• 1.:·· IS i-. RAfE F,;CTtlR FOH o=iGihH• 
IF ,,:,F. LT. •:·.•-•J AF=•). C• 
A fLFL<IT =~ A I LFWT + lHLEAF (LFl NOt • "" AF 
1 L.Fl•l r == fl.FL>IT +. \.IITLEAF <L.FIND'() 
--' .:.ONT H !I_IE 
PESI-'MR = P ( !<~\ ~<-_DEi.P ( 10(•tH•·P < 151 * ( 1.•);293. 0-1. OtT;::.Vl) 
fRESPI'I =- RESF"MR*<STMWT+ATLFWT+TRB+GROPOO+XMATPD• 
CFI•=FI *ATLFWT 
CFI-ED=CFIX-TPESPM 
lF •CF!i.ED.LT.O.Ol CFIXED =0.0 





r: F'FF IS THE 1100T PHOTOSYNTHATE FACTOR AND EQUALS THE FRACTION OF 
C p;:, r 5 PHOTOSYNTHA 1 E ~·lH I CH GOES TO fHE ROOT SYS fE"M. 
r CFIJED IS THE PHOTOSYNTHATE AVAILABLE AFTER MAINTENANCE 
C REQUIREI'IEtHS. GM/M"""i'I*DA'i 
c 
DECI_F = •). 0 
DEC3 TM = •:•. (I 
Plo=•PC1bl+PC40l*TAVt301.5+PC42l*TAV*TAV/C301.5*30l.5ll*Pl18) 
DEMAND=Pl~*GPODCT 
C. Pl6 IS THE DAILY POD REQUIREMENT FOR PHOTOSYNTHATE, GM/DAY*PDD 
c 












INCREASING THE POD MASS 
5(• PODINC.=O. 0 




1 HARVWT , PODC r. X MATPD • GROPOD , PPODWT , ~-:1<' • EPS, P 16 • PMA X , MAT) 
IF 1HARVWT I I l. GT. 0. OJ CALL PEGSTR (I, IACC,P ,PODCT, PODWT ,PBLOSS,I'1AT, 
1PSTR.BLOSSI!l.TAV.XM<1ll 
CAVAJL = CFIXEO - PODINC 
GI:;:OWTH HAS PRIOR tTY, CAVAIL NOW = G/M*M*DAY FOR OTHER USES 
INCREASING THE POD NUMBER 
[FiXI"IPGCT.LE.•).•)lGO TO 36 
PODCT<I> = CAVAIL I P(l7l 
TF (PQDCT(ll.GT.XMPGCTl PODCT<I> = XMPGCT 






PDD:l=FDN- r •. I ' 
0U 51 JJ3=~Jl.JJi 
1FIPGM~CT\JJ3l.GE.POD61GO TU ~~ 
POOS=POUS-PGMACT(JJjl 
<l·tPr::cr=,.,t-1PGC r-PGrtACT (,IT:;' 
"'J l f 'L1i"IACT ', ,] ,J::;' ='-'· '' 
:.:: •.i"1PGl: f --= ~t1Pt3C I -PCtt.,·:, 
I Gi'•l{iC T '. .J .r~' =F'r-Ji"!~,CT ( J J 3 I -1:.008 
t5PO£'i:.T 
TPODC r 
GPOOCT + PODCT1I1 
fPODCf + PODCT•Il 
C lNLREASlNG THE PEG MASS 
c 
:.6 PE13 INC='). •) 






103 CAV~IL = CAVAfL - PEGlNC 
!I-Ii 1--:EASl NG 1 HE PEG ~!UMBEl'( 
fFITFC.LE.O.~lGO TO 17 
PEGCTIII = CAVA[L,P\251 
THE REMAINING CAVAIL DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF NEW PEGS 
C p,=51 IS A FACTOR TO DETERMINE fHE NUMBER OF NEW PEGS 
c 
IFIPEGCT!II.LT.O.OIPEGCTCII=O.O 
IF IPEGCTCII.GT.FCCI-711 PEGCTCII = FCCI-7l 
L 





L REDUCING THE PEG COUNT IF DRY WHEN THEY REACH THE SOIL. 
C XMGPEG = MOISTURE FACTOR FOR PEG DEVELOPMENT. 




IF IXMFPEG.LT.O.Ol XMFPEG = O.u 
1 F ( I -I• .. LT. 1 0 I GO TO 18 
GPEGCT = GPEGCT - PEGCTCI-71 + PEGCTCI-71 * XMFPEG 
PEGCT!I-71 = PEGCT<I-71 * XMFPEG 
C PEGCl TS REDUCED AT AGE 7 DAYS IF THE SOIL IS DRY 
C COUNTING THE FLOWERS ON THAT DAY 
c 
J 7 [ F' < 1-f • LT. '3) GO TO 1 8 
IFFLR = 1.000 I DEXPCCCPC351-TAVI/P(361l*CCPC35l-TAVl/PC36lJI 
c 
C CALCULATE MOISTUPE FACTOR FOR FLOWERING CXMFLR> 
c 
! t·1FLP= ;(MF 
IF<XMFLR.LT.0.0lXMFLR=0.0 
IF<TOPINCti-3l.GT.PC281l FC<Il=CTOPINC<I-3l-P!28l~PLPFT/ROW5Pl* 
P1-81 l3 THE THFE3HOLO LEVEL FOR FLOWERING 
C ~~ ~Q, WILL OElERMINE fHE NUMBER OF FLOWERS FORMEV 
c 
1 1- 'Fl--, r 1 • L r. o. •) 1 FC , r l = o. c, 
fFC ·= l FC t- FC. I I • 
C ,..:,t_'C,L.•Uin HlG FClR l_EAF C•POP DUE TO STF:ESS AND DG:or=·pu.JG •JI_OEC-JT 
t8 uF:or=t_F = •.). •) 
TOPINC1I 1 = CAVAIL'PI22' 
•:: 
C P\~21 IS 1.0 + THE PEG ANO TOP GROWTH RESPIRAfiON RATE 
c 
[ 
IF!TOPINCIIl.Ll .• O.OlTOPINCIIl=O.O 
Ct4VAI!.. = 0. I_) 
lFIIS1RES.NE.OlDROPLF=REMOVE*PI30l 
DROPLF=OMIN110ROPLF.P<4Jl*TLFWTl 
C P•41> = MA~lMl~ PERCENTAGE OF LEAVES WHICH CAN BE DROPPED ON A OAf 
C P\~01 IS A PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR TO DETERMINE ACTUAL LE~F D~OP 
I~ 
FUROP = FDROP ·+ DROPLF 
c 
C uF'DPU- 1 S 1 HE l.EA\,/1:::5 DROPPED, G/M*t1 
c 
(. 
PTOPWTtil= PTOPWTCil + TOPINCCII + PEGINC/PC22l - DROPLF 






C P131J = FRACTION OF NEW TOP GROWTH WHICH ENTERS PHOTOSYNTHATE POOL 
[ 
POOL=POOL+FLPOOL<I+1l+STPOOLCI+ll 
TLFWf = TLFWT + WTLEAFII+l) - DROPLF 
IF <TLFWT.LT.O.Ol TLFWT=O.O 
STMWT=STMWT+TOPINCCil-WTLEAF<I+ll 
FLFTOP=TLFWT/PTOPWTCil 
DO b LD = ~=:D. I 
IFCWlLEAF<LDl.LT.DROPLFlGO TO 7 
WTLEAFCLD>=WTLEAFCLDl~DROPLF 
Dl'iOPLF =0. 0 
GO TO 8 
7 OROPLF=DROPLF-WTLEAFCLDl 
l'.lfLEAF \LDl =0. ,·, 
·=> CONriNUE 
8 f: L'-'LD 
L==I+NDAY-1 
IF I P(64l.GT.l.ODO l GOTO 99 
WRJTE (3.151 
15 FORMAT!lX.'DAY CFIX PEGCT TOTPEGCT PODCT', 
1 ' TOTPODCT TOPWT PODWT 1-!AR'i!.>JT ' l 





'"?q ('JF:l TE 1 J ·:'. -::,.-,-,,,) L.PTOPWT 1 l) 
lF I PF'ODIA11 ( 1) • EQ. ,, ) GO TO 2•) 
1>1F: r n:: 1 12. :,, "H">n l L. PPODvJT '· I 1 
-2,-.,_,,-, FQRI''IAT I I 5, F 1 •). 4 l 
~·(, CON r f ~HJf: 
•-::LtJSIO:: r UH r T= 10 I 
CLOSE •.UNf f=i.::, 
l•JI:;; l T E I 3 • 75 \ 
99 
-5 FORH~r(•3X,'DAY- F'ODCT PODWT PMAX PSTR PBLOSS DAi PODCT • 
~ PODWT PMAX PSTR PBLOSS DAY PODCT PODWf PMAX 
f'S rR PBLOSS l 
WR 1 TE •. 3, 7•) l (I , PODCT (I> , PODV.JT (I l , PMAX (I) , PSTR (I> , PBLDSS (I ' , 1 =.JP ,1-·. f l 
70 FORMATt3(!6,5F7.21l 
HARV=HAFVWTcf·~-~~10. 
BLOSS If: I···> =BLOSS <1-d-=. l -ldO. 
,IELD=HARV-BLDSSI~Kl 
~JR I f E < 3. 85 l HARV. BLOSS \ ~- f". l ; Y I EL.D 
8~ FORMATii,5X, 'HARVESTABLE YIELD=-.F7.1,' KG PER HECTARE'/ 
l 5X. 'BELOW GROUND L.OSS=',F7.1. VG PER HECTARE', 
,_ ::;;,; , NET HAF:VES TABLE ·n ELD= ' , F7. l , ' ~ G PER HEC 1 AF:E 
PEIURI·J 
EHI; 
'3U\:JF:OIIl HIE (!IIJFTt;f. • I, [5[•Ai ,C>.I'IF .F:, Tt1A.:, Tt'ITN. Xt'l, TLFl,JT ,EI'1EF:GE, 
21-'. PL I~'FT, FL1~·l3f-· • 
IMPLICIT PE~L*8(A-H,O-Z,$l 
LOGIC?-.L FIRST 
OitiENSION F:f..JUF'·'=>~il ,WUF:16Si ,:\1"11651, 
r'l:ti3F •. 6:':• l • 
~·· •, '2•)•) >. Tt1A'x •?•)<) •, TI'HN •,2<)0J ,Pi lOOJ ,E)' (o5l 
COMMON BLOCf t· VSMCAio5l,rPWP1~5l ,TMPWRI6~' ,VSMCFC\~5·. 
+ VSHCWP•t5l ,COEFF81o5J .EYPA(65l ,DLAYER,ISLOAM,JLOAM 
COMMON 'BLOC~3' RW~P.CE.CLAl.ES,EP,STAGE.lTME: 
100 
~OMMON :BLOCf.St RPF,RPGA,RBG,Q.E,WTD,V5MCA01a5l ,NORDZ,JAO~,MROOTD 
CCII'I~'1Dtl iBLOCf:'7/ ZSMCAi65l .ZSMCFC(65! ,ZSMCC\IP•.65• .E~Hi?.• .. ,;:,5J. 
+ TCOEFBC65i ,CONST2,65i ,CONSrl 
COMMON •BLOC~q, RBC65l .RBDR'65J,TRB,TSMD,TCI65l,AMDio51,DCUM. 
+ UPPERU,UTSMD,RBDIC20l ,RRGFI65l ,AEPI65i 
COMMON ·BLOCf.[, FIRST 
[F•.NOT.FIRSTl GO TO ~75 
FIRSf'-=.FALSE. 
c 
t. CDNVEPl SOIL MOISTURE PERCENT BASIS TO AMOUNT PER 2.5 CM DEPTH 
C PEP CM SQ SURFHE AREA. 
c 
c 
CONSTl = DLAYERilOO.ODO 
DO 2..,.,-, ~ = 1. N'OF:D(. 
ZSt·1C~ \ ~. i = 'JSfvfCA ( f:· i *CONST 1 
ZSt'lCFC (I: i -= VSMCFC (f:~J *CONST1 
ZSt'ICWF (J.,') = IJSMC!>JP lfO *CONSTl 
TCOEFBI~) =COEFFB(kl*CDNSTl 
EXPAAI~l = 1.0DO/EXPAC~) 
CONSf~(~J = TPWPCKl-TMPWRCKl 
~ :") CON r It·lUE 
r CHEC~ IF l~liTIAL MOISTUREE DISTRIBUTION IS ABOVE F.C. FOR AN~ DEPTH 
r fF ~ES MA~E IT EQUAL TO F.C. VALUE. 
c 
DO 272 1::=1 ,NORDZ 
EXCEED = ZSMCA<Ki-ZSMCFC<K> 
[F !EXCEED> 273,273,274 
273 EXCEED = 0.000 
GO TO 272 
~74 lSMCACkl = lSMCFC<Kl 
f .. f:. = f: +1 
ZSMCA<KKI = ZSMCA(~~l+EXCEED 
~7::2 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE MOISTURE DEFICIT IN EACH ZONE. 
c 
1 AMD = •.). •.) 
DO '28,-, f = 1 , 18 
AMDCKl = ZSMCFCI~l-ZSMCA(f:') 
::8~ TAMD = fAMD+AMDC~I 
c 
C IllJl IALlZE IAGE 
(_ 
lAGE = •) 
\._ 
L !·!UTE: Cot !1 RDL f..JI LL ALWA fS RETURN TO THE FOLLOf..H NG STEF' EXCEPT THE 
C THE FIRSr TIME THIS SUBROUfJNE IS CALLED. 
;:-·•; (IJNTINIIE 
..: 
•: WF' 1 1 E I H l S t1URN 11'11:::; 5 30 J L t.JATF.R CONTENT ~. ill?. TEP TENS I UN 
lt•a-i, = f+ISl:Ot4';-l 
C t·JP I rE • t <-1 • ..J.,-, 1 ,-,: .} 1)14 t • ~ '-'SI1C?. 1 i·J) • N= J • NORD ll 
r c.;LL E IJo-il-'1 IThAI·lSP l F f-'1 r 1 01'1 SJJBROUT "!: 1'-!E 1 EVAPO) TO (;ET THE :=·o1 F. I'll I HL 
,- F. .,lf.~FCITRt";USP [RAT 1 ON '.'O::.LUE" r= OF< THE' DA v. 
CHL L 1 ·E r < 1 • R. Ti'IA x , TM 1 N. TLFWT. TAMD. UPPERU. El"'ERGE. TAE r. P, 
c 
Ct-'!LL SOIL EVAPORATION SUBROUTINE 1SEVAP21 TO ASSIGN DAY S 
r EVAPOR?.TJON TO DJFFERENl LAYERS. 
,~ 
rALL E3DIST!ZSMCA,C~E.NORDZ,DLAYER,VSMCAD,FS,EX> 
~-~ CHEn FOR R?.HlFALL + IRRIGATION, UPDATE SOIL 1'1D1STURE IF tJEEOED 
L: 
J F • R~'-'AP. LE. •). •) > . GO TO 3(>0 
PWAP = RWAP/10.0Dn 
PO -:;::;r) ~ = 1 , NLlRDZ 
ISMCA ~~-- 1 = ZSMCA 11:"') +RWAP 
E(CESS = ZSMCAI~I-ZSMCFC<~l 
lF IEXCESSl 300,340.34U 
'·<4' • • '3Ml'f-'1 t k I = ZSMCFC (1-:) 
R~JAP = EXCESS 
-_-::0:' CotH HILlE 
>•J•) F \.<IAF-·=<:•. •) 
C CHEC~ FOR EMERGENCE. IF YES, INITIALIZE THE VARIABLES. 
IF •EMEF'GE.EQ.(>.O) GO TO 450 
rRIIJUF = 0. r_1 
TRGF = <:>. 0 
TAEP = 0.0 
L' SEl UP A COUNTER FOR CROP AGE. 
£?.GE = IHGE+l 
IF 1l?.GE.GT.l> GO TO 305 
c 
TOT?.L F'IJOT-BlO-I"IASS Ar EMERGENCE 
c 
,- lPo = THE DEPTH TO WHICH ROOTS REACH AT EMERGENCE TII"IE. 
IF·o=P r 6' 
IF llF-o.L1.1) IPo=1 
C E;;rCH lutJE IS ASSIGNED INITIAL ROOT WEIGHT ON EMERGENCE DA'v. 
c 
L"•O :,_,2 I-.=!.1P6 
~~2 RB\t)=IRB*RBDIC~I/lUU.O~t 
··.r:.o:. r_atn 1 WJE 
5El UP ,_., UtLJIHER FOR ROOT DEPTH. 
u 1 .:.GE= l .;r;E 
101 
. ~-.-~ ' [ _, 
.. 1:..~ --,_,' 
li!~•JUIL• = lFC:.~l+It-lf' •.11It-\GE-llii-2."<·.DL.:.;EF:J 
f r: •, 11F:OO f '..·. (3 r. t-![lp [• 2. ' rlf. OU r l)=-Nt !k ll .: 
,-,(} .,,:,.-_, I = J. , t iF.OD TL• 
11- <. ·1 C 1 I • - I t·1F'l-IR •, f.: • l ::.5::'< •. :::::_,5. :.:So 
r;·t;ll Jf-- •, I·· > = 1 • •) 
r;,CJ TO -.:::~~ 
t F , 1·c ·f.'- rf"·t,JF' ..t. 1 1 -:;;c)(),_,,,.:,,-, 1 , ·=t(J•) J 
Pt1JUF, f· , =. '· rf-wF-· 1 f •- rc •. 1- ; , , coNs r:: <f, • 
·~u 1 o -:::~-:,; 
Rl•lUF \ f • = ,_,. ,-, 
CONl'Ii.,lUE 
TPWUF T~WUF+RWUFI~' 
~s~-; conT r 1·Jt JE 
t_ ;_,...,u:.UL,.:,TE ~Jr:tfEI~: UPT.;f E PATIO \\AJURI. 
c. 
(__ 
flO :~o 1 :• 
t•JUH 'f > 
= l , t1F:OO ffj 
RWUF ( f, • l THl>JUf" 
'·< • r~LLUl ,..:,a: !Jl!lr·- DlSlRlBUTIDN F:ATID 1 RBDf-li AND t;:tJOT GFHJL>ITH 
C t=,:..rTOH ·.F:BGFl FDf.. F.:,c1[11 LA'r'EF:. 
1 ,1'-lldJOTD 
PBDRI~ I = RB<kl/TPB 
i~.UGF i ''· l = i.<JUR ( r.:. l *F:BDR ( l',) 
_, · '-' TRGF = TF:GF ·t-Rf-!GF '· 1<. \ 
(. 
L Lr:.LCUL.-1TE PEL.;rlVE POOT GROWTH FACTOR <RRGFl AND .;sSIGN DAY'S 
C ROOT-PHOTOSYNrHATE TO DIFFERENT ROOT ZONES. 
DO :;so l' = 1 , MROOTD 
'38u PF:GF (f..:) = F:BGF \1,_., /TRGF 
c 
102 
l. C.::oLCI.JLATE .;CTUAL TF:ANSF'lF:ATION <TAEPl HND AMOUNT OF W?-ITEI:;; Et.TRACTED 
C FFOH EACH LAr'ER. A.D,JUST THE AMOUNT IN EACH L.AYEF: AFTE'F: EXTF:r:.CTitJt·!. 
c 
Ir \EP. LE. 0. OJ GO TO 450 
GO 3qq ~ = l,HROOrD 
,...,EP Cl-. l =EF'*i-;:F'GF t.l< l *I:;;WUF (!<.) 
ZSMCA<k• = ZSHCA<KI-!AEF'(~)/10.000) 
THEP = l'AEP+AEF'CVl 
·::;-::;;:,· COI'JTitiLIE 




CXI'·IF = TAEP' Ef' 
--1-':·0 CON f HlUE 
TAET = ES+TAEP 
PF'ET -= ES+EP 
c SUPERIMPOSE SOIL EVAPORATION AND TRANSPIRATION FOR EACH LAYER. 
c 
DO 451 t = l,NORDZ 
4~1 AEP1~l= AEPC~)+E~If.l 
t_ L,;,u::uu:..n:. lC::'·.'f:I'!HJG '3fHl. t1iJT.STUPE TEN3H1N r:.!'JD l•JATEF: t"";QN!Et!T. 
H!~L· CCttl'JEI:;;r 1•1!-1TEF EIJ.-,POF.ATEL\ F'EE 2.3 U1 DEF'fH F't:f;: t.:H .-0. 
1." Hr~t:,;:., I D l"i=:!'lCI:::i'll '.<lATE!; LOSS. 
DO 4'_::,_, \. 
I C: ' r· I 
'-/St1CA • f. ' 
EX '.f:. l 
4·.:,_. xt1 ..t ' = 
1, NORDZ 
- ITCOEFBI~l:ZSMCAIK))~*EXF'AAik) 
z ::lt1CH ( f:, J I CON;:, T 1 
1.:: X 1 I<' l i COI\IST 1 
rc (J.'\ 
C ESl H1ATl: SOIL 
C F:EDITRIBL\"f ION 
MOISTURE SUCTION .IN EACH ZONE AFTEP OVERNIGHT 
LINDER Dr NAM J C HYDF:AUL J C F'OTEt n I ALS. 
r HWAPfED FROM DR. WISER S WOR~ ON SOPGHUM'MODEL.. 
L 
OFRAC=DLAiER,1020.0DU 
Nf = NUP0,~--1 
00 4>HJ 1- = 1 , Nf:· 
3P1'·)C_ t == z st1CH , r · ,~ 
I!: 11-:,:.1-''AO:l .i'IE.EIPA\f:.+il \ GOTO 400 
rc,~J=fCI~I+P\7l•frC<~+1l~TC(kl+DFRALl 
, Si"ICJ-1 • f.'\= 'I COEFB (f: l 1 •, TC (f .. l 1H!·EXPA (I< l l 
?-t(l,J 2=Z::l1·1LA •, f: l -81-i'JC.1 
ZSHC!~I ( f·. + 1 I-= Z51'1CA I I<+ l ) -ADJ:2 
f'C(f+Ji=ITCOEFB<~+l•tZSMCA\k+lll•*EX~AAI~+1• 
'-~' >•::·· CUI·l 1 1 NUE 
c 
C CJ-tU:ULPtl E 1'10151 URE COtJTENT lN f"'EF:CENT. 
c 
00 41•) f· = i ,IIORDZ 
41'-' '/'3t1Cf':tH·.l = ZSMCA<I<,l/CONST1 
I~ 1P(b5l.Gl.l.UD0l GOTO 560 
WRITE i 3, 4tJUO) 
4<.n >'-' FUhl'·1AT ( BX, ES' • 8X, EF' , 6X, 'TAEF'' , 5X, . CXMF' , 5X, . RF'F' 
• 6 '-', 'RPGA ' , 5X, RBG' , 6X, ' fRB' , 6X, 'CLA I ' , 3X. ' I AGE l 
Wkil'E(3,1000JJDAY,ES,~P.TAEF',CXMF,RPF,RPGA,RBG,TRB,CLA£,1AGE 
\>JP I TE I ::: • 1 .::) 
1 .. ::; FOR~1AT < 6 IN 12 IN 18 IN 24 IN 30 IN '36 II'J', 
1 42 JN 48 IN'I 
WR 1 TE <:., 14 > 1 '·,'St·1CA ( f: l , f:.'= 1 , NORDZ l 
WRJTE•,:.::, 141 \TC..(~ l ,l<,=l,NORDZ> 
WF: I TE • 3, 14 l i RB WI , f:. = 1 , NORDZ l 
14 FORMAT(8F8.2l 
56<• F:El UI.;:N 
J000 FOPMA1•1X,I3,qF9.3,!51 
-i•J 1 •J 1~ UF'1'1A 1 <3X, I 5, o5F9. 4) 
END 
103 
iUL:r'OU 1 I r lE F'E I I ,1 • f..C , T!'IA ~, , TM IN, cru=wr. TAMD, UP PERU, EI'IEr,GE, 
Ii'IPLIL:n EEAL"~-BCA-H,O-Z,$1 
LOGJ CAL THH·.L• 
D!tiEN!:'-:dml I:.(.C;.:•)•JI, Tt1AX C:!(>(l'l, TMH-.1<2•)(11 ,P(l!)•.)• 
Cot1MOt~ · BL OG ·: ' f-IH ( .2U(• I • \IJSPEED \ ::•:u)) • SUt lS Il'l I :'l.''J) • 
·1 1<1- \ .;:_,_,·,, , H 
l Ullrlutl , t<LUCt ... :::; .. hWAP, E, CCLHI, ES,EP, STAGE, TII·IE:2 
COtlr1Cil .'BLOC~ cl CU~lF ,ALPHA.CUt1ESt ,CUI'1ES:.:.: 
COMMON ·~LOC~B/ GAMMA,SPT,SVPSPT,SVPW 
COf1t1CJN I BLOC!' B I Tt I I RD 
lFI.NOl.TH£R0' 60 TO 5 
fHJF-'D=.F-ALbE. 
~ CONVERl rol~L MOISTURE DEFICIT CTAMD> TO MM. ( 1CM = 10 MM.l 
TAM01 • TAMD*lO.ODO 
CliMES = fAMDt-UPPERU 
~~ LI-1ECI<.' t=fll" SlAGE OF EVAF'ORAT!ON. IF TAMDl·:·UPPERU THEN EVAPfJF..;T!Oil 
C IS lO PROCEEd !N STAGE2. 
I~ 
c 
[I •, CUt·1E5! 240, 240, 23(l 
~30 CUMESl ~ UPPERU 
CUMES2 = CIJMES 
C CALCUL~TE TIME IN OA'•S SINCE EVAPORATION HAS BEEN Itl STAf:iE2. 
\. 
1IME2 = <CUMES:2/ALPHA1**2.0 
S rAGE = 2. OfJ(I 
GO TO 250 
CUMES1 = TAMD1 
STAGE-: = 1 .ODO 
C ASSlBtJ 'JALUES TO PARAMETERS IN MODIFIED PENMAN EQUATION FOR 
C POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION. 
C SPI = S1EAM POINT TEMPERTURE, !<'ELVIN; SVPSPT = SATURATION VAPOR 
C PRESSURE AT SPT IN MILLIBARS. 
c 
c 
;:. 50 COtH 1 NUE 
GAMI'lA=O. ::'70•) 
c';PT=373. 16DO 
SVPSPT= 1 '·' t 3. :4o0(• 
3VPW=OLOG10<SVPSPll 
'.:i TMEAN= q MAl( < J > + rM IN ( J I ) *0. :SOu 
~I.'EL= nMEAN+460. 1.100! *5. •)0019. ODO 
DELTA=0.09784DO+TMEAN*TMEAN*<0.6368D-4+0.o695D-b*fME?-IN• 
1 R•SPT l XI<EL 
C THE 1-0LLOWING EXPRESSION CALCULATES SATURATION VAF·OR F'RESSURE 
C AT MEAN AIR rEMPERATURE 
r. 
.(. 







.-.l_l-!L'Ot::-=u. I •.:D._, 
CCLhl =- C.rL.FWI ·L.LHtf 
,...,L!:H::.L•O=,.:.UmOS·+-0:• • .25L'!-'* \ •:• • .::.:;0•)-HLBDOS' *CCL'"" I 
Ftlu = t~El ~OLHR I~HtJl ..:STlON AFTER ADJUS11NG FOF. rEFLE"lTIOI\I 1-\I'H' 
L Ut lt• \•l;..,'...'E Et11 ::,s I ot .! TO A Ti"lli3PHERE.. 
:·flu=\ hC \ .J > ·59. OD1.'',.. •. 1. •JO•)-HLBEDO>- co • .::. Fl 1 D-B~t ;(f EL '*·*4. 
~·••u.5o00-0.~~2D~~DSQRTIAVP\ ·~!~.1DO+O.qD0i<-SUNSJII!J• 1 





- -l'-51)1 . jlo \ L • 'JQt')-RH ( J ) I l (H). •)0(.1) 
DOVEF.G=DELIH•GHMM~ 
·- Eu == I" fJ 1 Etl T l t-IL E'.'AP01 P?rNSF 1 Ri-1 T I ON. 
c 
bO=tOOVERG*RNu+EAl/CDOVERG+1.000> 
!F1EO.Lf.O.~OUJ EU = u.uou 
-
C t" . .;L.ClJL~i I E EO US l NG THOI'-1 8, OLIVER MOD I CAT 1 ON OF PEI'lMt-!N FORMUl f-1 
L 
f_ 
EH rt-IOM=•). 650t...Ji<o ( 1 • (100+0. 5400*U2) 
;_:;o.t;')Pll- \1. •)O•J-RH 1,1' ll•J!.'. •J!J•J l 
t::OTHDM= I DOVEl <G*RNO+EATHOM l 1 I OOVERG+ 1 , •)0•) l 
•: EtiS = tiEl R~10JATION AT THE. SOIL SURFACE BELOl~ THE CANOPY. 
C ESO PO rEtHIAL EVAPORATION A1 fHE SUIL SUI-.;1-='ACE.. 
r 
c 
r'NS=PNOi<-OtXf' <-. ::980(l*CCLAI l 
E50=1DELfA 1 1DELTA+UAMMAll*RNS 
NOTE: WHeN THERE ARE NO PLANTS STAGE! EVAPORATION NEED TO BE 




II iEMERGE. LT. l. 0) ESO -= EOTHOM 
IF <ESO.LT.0.000) E3U = 0.000 
l~'CUMES2l300.3u0.310 
-.:;(l•J C..UMES1:::CUt1ESl + fAET 
I 1-' \ CUI'IES 1 • LE. UF'PERU l GO TO 320 
CUI1ES2=CUME. S 1-UPPERU 
CUI"IE~::, 1 =UI-'PERU 
31~ TIME2=1CUMES2/~LPHAl**2.0 
80 TO :::;:•) 
310 CUMES2=CUMES2+TAET 
150 10 315 
C CONVERT RAINFALL + IRRIGATION TO MM 
c 
::;-;:::r, CIIJP.P=PF ( ,J • *25. 480(1 
1-'WHF =1"_!.-J.;f-' 
C LHEC.t FOF SlAGE OF EVAPORATION. 
105 
,_: •:H[-::Lf [F F.::.lt·IF..:.LL. IS EI\IIJUG!-1 TO FILL H-.! THE ST;..GEJ. DEFICIT 
c 
;:_._, l ,-. cw,:,p ·-l!J! 1E52 I 50' 6U' o(l 
'"'' Lt>J,::,F=-C!-J,:.:,F-CUI'!E.·::;..:: 
U_JI !Eo 1 =UF't= EnU-C~JAP 
1 F I CUHES 1 i 4\} .. j 1)" 71_1 
J ,., l i I Ci--lHF -CIJl"IE51 ) 3•). 4t)' 40 
·! u C..U!'1E :; l =•-'. •.'!)•) 
i.;;l] TO ~-,) 
-··'··' CUI1E3 J =CIJMES 1-CI>JAP 
70 CUME51=CUMES1+ESO 
C CHECI:. lF TODA·,· ·s E'v'APORATION PUSHES SOIL EIJAF'DRATIOH H·l 3T;..GE2 





':>Tr-1GE = l. (•00 
GO ·ro B!:. 
c~ I"DlE: t..JHEI·l lHE DAr S E\IP,POF:ATION F'Ul:i,HES SOIL EVAPORPrTlDN FP!JM 
C SlAGEl TO SH;GE2 ADJUST E\.iAPCIRAriON ASSUMING ou·,;. OF rHE ;-\1·10UIH 
OV~P STAGE! LIMIT WILL ACTUALLY EVAPORATE. 
c 
90 E3=ES0-0.4DO*<CUMES1-UPPERUl 
CUMES2=0. 600* C CUt1ES 1-UPPERU l 
c 




CUI'1ES 1 =UPPERU 
ST,.:O,GE = 2.000 
GO ro 85 
50 TIME2=TIME2+1.0DO 



























C l~LCULATIONS FOR EP'. 
106 
NOH'::: 11- LEt:.!-"" ,.,F.E,; INDt::X •CCl.i=iiJ IS · •:•.1 THEN TF·;HhlSPIF:..11'lOI\l 
'· l S t;·5SUt·1ED ro 8E NEt.~L I G I 8LE.. \ El-' ""' J. •' I • 
,-3'5 1F•CLL..11-•_o,!D•.)!18(•.l"T·),lG'O 
,_ 
t:CLt:.I •:·. J • c,;I.CULA 1 E EF HS FOLLOWS. 
c 
c 




>1· •.EF.LE. •EO-E3> \ GO TO .210 
E.P=E.U-ES 
GO TO 211) 
l80 EP=O.ODO 
.:: l ,) E=C:S+EP 
IF 1 i='lo5l.GT. l.ODO i GOTO 39q 
I. WF:I1E THE' WEATHER PARAI'IETERS BEING USED FOR THE DAY. 
'·· 
WR1TE•3,500ll TMAX(J) .TMIN<Jl ,RCCJ>,RH(Ji ,WSPEEDCJJ, 
+ SUNSJNlJl.RFCJl 
':••)u1 1-0H!lt;T<l•):<, TMAX= ,-F5.l,::::X,' TI'IIN=',F5.1,2X, 'RAD= ,F5.1,2X, 
+ 'RH= .F5.1,2~. WINO=' ,F4.1,2X,'SUNSJN=',F4.2.~X.'RALN= ,F4.?· 
WRflEC:,5000l EO,EOTHOM 
5t)1)•) FORI'll=iT<l•JX,'POr. Er= ,F6.3,15X.'THOM & OLIVER Ef=',F6.?.• 




::UBI~:OL! I I NE 50 I LS ( I/SI'1CH. TF'l•JF', Ti'1Pt>JR, 'JS~1CFC, VS~1Ci.JP, VSI'!C,.\D. COEFFB, 
~ EXPA.DLAYER.NURDZ.ISLOAM,ILUAM,fC.WTD,PJ 
f 1'11 'L [ 1.~ l T F:E~"iL "-8 < Pt-H, U-Z , .;. \ 
DIMENSION VSMCAt651 ,TPWF'Io5J,fMFWPI~5l ,VSMLFC1o5l, 
+ ~SMCWP•65' .VSMCHD'65l ,COEFF8165l ,EXPA16~l,TCCc51 ,PC1001 
1.: 
•::: r~E'•·Il.i lt·j llniSII.IF:E CONrEN1 AT SOL>JJNG, ...:.JF' DI~:Y M.C., E>',PA, ANIJ 
:- CCJE~FB FOR E,4Cl ~ SOlL LAYER 
iu4n 
c 
UO 1040 J = l,NORDZ 
READI7,1015lVSMCA(J) ,VSI'1CADIJ) ,EXF'A(Jl.COEFFB\Jl 
FORt1AT 14F10. :.0 
TPI.>JP ( J ) =P ( 61 ) 
fi'!PL>JF: f -:_t l =P < 62 1 
VSMCFCIJl COEFFBCJJIC.t••EXPACJl) 
VSMCWPIJl = COEFFBCJl/CTPWPCJ'**EXPACJlJ 
CLJN r I l\IUE 
C CALC. SOIL MOISTURE TENSION CBARSl AT PLANTING 
L 
1 f lt"i(t 
•-: 
DO 1050 K = l,NORDZ . 
rcc~: = CCOEFFBC~l;VSMCACKll**Cl~ODO/EXPAC~J, 
r· lt1R 11 E THE SOIL PARAt1ETERS GENEF:ATED BY THIS SUBROUTINE 
, . .__ 
t.JR I TE •,-.,, 1 070 l 
1 n 7C• FOR~1AT I 1 X, LAYEF:' , 5X, 'TPl\IP' , 5X, 'Tt1Pl-'JR' , 5X, . VSt1CAD' , ::;-x , '\JSI"ICFC' , 




DO lOBO I = l.NOPDZ 







Jt1FL ICJ r F'E...;L,..8•.~:,-+I .. O-Z.$l 
'• I t1ENS 1 ON F ( 1 <">0 l 
CC..ti'II·ION . BLDU' 1: 'vSI'•ICA(o5l .TFI.-JP\65) ,TI"IF't.-JRU,5\ ,V:31'1CFC•b5!, 
VSMCWP!h5• ,COEFFB•65>,E~PA(a5l .DL...;YER,lSLOAM.JLO~M 
109 
r:CJI'liiON : BLOLf :j, I~:PF, RF GA, RBG, Cf'.E, ~~TD, '.ISt!L'"'D ( 65) , NOF:DZ. I AGE ,J-1HOOT0 
CDt11"10H · BL tJD' 9 • F:B ( o:-5! • RBDF: ( a5 l , T F:B, T51'1D, TC ( 63' , 1-'1t1D >' b'::i i , O•.:Ur1. 
+ UPPERI.J , UTSt1D, RBO I ( 20 l , F:RGF 1 65 l , ;:.Ep ( 65 > 
C T!-1[5 SLJBF;;[JUI"NE i-\LLOC'"'TES DAILY PHOlOSYNTHATE '"'VAlL'"'.BLE FDF: 
C ROOT GROWTH TO E;:,CH SOlL PROFJ~E ZONE. 
C C'"'LCUL~TE ROOT PHOTOSYNTHATE FACTOR IRPFl AND ROOT PHOTOS~NTHATE 
C F ,.;c TOP FOF: GEO rROP I St1 ACTIVITY \ RPG~t) • 
c 
RPFP = Pl57l*DEXP\P(58\*IAGEl 
c 
C C~LCULATE I'IOISTUF'E STF:ESS EFFECT ON PAF:TITIONING 
c. 
PPF=PPFP+•1.0DO-RFFPl*(1.0D0-XMF**P(63)) 
IF <RPF.LT.0.015DOl RPF = 0.01500 
c 
C POQT GROWTH PHOTOSYNTHATE AFTER MEETlNG GROWTH RESPIRATION 
C CONVERSiON EFFICIENCY =P122l 
c 
RPGA ~ Pl59l*DEXP(P(6ul+IAGE> 
LDRG=NORDZ*DLAYER12.5-P<6l•DLAYER12.5 
IF CJAGE.GT.LDRGl RPGA = O.ODO 
c 




1)0 141 (> f: 
F:8 (~.) 
Cot.JT 1 t·lUE 
1 ,1'1ROOTD 
I~B (I<) +RF:GF ( ~::.) *RBG* ( 1 • ODO-RPGA > 




TRB = TRB+RBG 
!.;:ETUFN 
Et·m 
Til< S 5Uf.ROU TINE .;LLOC,::, fES BARE SO 1 L E\IAPORAT! ON TO VI FFEPF.:NT 





Dit1EtJ5LON P:<.lo51,i."SHCAI<:!:=i1 ,IJSt'ICH0(65l .E:<165) 
C iNITio-1LI i'-E THE 'JAF:IABLES 
c 
2 1)1 •J 
c 
DO :;:;.:»)tJ l=.=l.NORD:<: 
E :<. 11<., -•J. •JDO 
TSUM = ·). 000 
DLJ 2•)10 ~ = 1 .i'IORDZ 
HK = 1<: 
WLIM = <VSMCAD<~.l*,DLAYERl/lOO.ODO 
ZX = CR~*DLAYER-<DLAYER/2.0D0)l/100.0DO 
P~CK) = IZSMCA<~>-WLIMl*DEXPC-XkE*ZX> 
TSL~ = TSUM+PX1~) 
DO 202~ ~ = l,NORDZ 
FJi = P:<\~.l/rSUM 
EX(~l = FX*ES/10.000 






.::Ut.<HCJU T t NE STOP..::.G \ l STRES :REI"IO'/E, DEMAND. CF I XED, F' ,J:,p, I, FL.F OOL < STF DOL 
1 • DECLF. DECSTI'1. POOL. WTLEAF • TLFWT. STHWT, F'TOF'W r • 
rt·IPL!Cl T EEAL~8 ii;-H, 0-:C.:) 
D I I"IEt-.151 ON P ( 1 (H)> • FLF OOL < '20() I , STF'OOL ( :;:wo l , WTLEAF ( 200) • F'TOF'WT ~ 2•.10 I 
TSf'PES=l 
t~·~tiOVE-= <DEHAI'ID-CFIXED l *F' 1 13> 
C Pd3> lS t·1A\II·IUI·I FF.ACTl'ot.J OF F'HOTOSYNTHATE DEFICIEtiC{ WHICH Cr-.N 
C BE SLIPF'L I ED FF.ot1 S fORI-1GE 
- c_ 
DO 55 LD=t-.P, I 
FFOOL=(FLFOOLiLDI+STF'OOL<LDli*F'<22> 






POOL=F'OOL-REMOVE, P C22> 
REMOVE=•). •) 
GO TO 5o 
l! ,_. F.Et10VE=REMIJVE -FF-'OOL 
POOL·=POOL-FPOOL/F' <~2) 
DECLF=DECLF+FLPOOL<LD>*F'C22> 






IF (REMOVE. LE. (>. 0 l I STRES=O 
TLFWT = TLFWT - DECLF/PC22l 
STMWT=STMWT-DECSTM/F'C22l 
PTOPWT<I>=PTOPWT<I>-<DECLF+DECSTMl/PC22l 
CFIXED = CFIXED + DECLF + DECSTM 
RETURN 
END 
3Uf3F.uU r I HE f-'UL~\'11-!S ( [ - J .::\CC, POD 'INC, (;PUDCT, F', CF I <ED,, PODHCC, J F OD ., ,1P, 
11~'0GI,I r., Hr'1F:'·l\>JT. PODCT, ''t1H TPD. GROF'OD. F'F'CtC<W r. f::y , EF'S, F' l o. PI IA;.;, i'IH f 
,_ '-:311ttF:fJU r lNE F'OotWsS t.:Dr·1PIJTES THE DA.[L·t II~CF:E.;SE TN PfJD t1AS3 
~ GElERMirlES WHEN PODS ARE MHTURE, AND CALCULATES HARVESfAbLE 
I PFC'!.)(I1 c::.:~.'•):, F't·1f-'s:t; C::•:'•:'l ,I'1A r 17_1)1"1l 
i-'LIDitlC = GF'fJDC r * P1-~ 
'·- P\ tu J NC I i3 ·:HE G; l"l!!-t1-o:OAY GOING TO POD DE1.JELOF'I"1ENT 
C GF'GDCf IS THE TOT.::\L NUMBER OF DEVELOPING PODS 
c. P16 1:3 T'!-lE 1'1Ax It1Ut'1 F:ATE OF FILL FOR ONE POD 
c 
c 
IF IPODINC.GT.CFtXEDl F'ODINC = CFIXED 
[F IF'ODINC.LT.•J.•)l PODINC = I).•J 
lF IGPODCT.GT.EF'Sl PODACCCI) = IPODINCIPI18l 11GPODCT 
1 P'18> IS 1 +THE POD GROWTH RESPIRATION RATE 
C PODACC1[l IS THE GADDED TO EACH POD ON DAY I 
[, 
c 




C POOCTIIl IS THE NUMBER OF PODS FORMED ON DAY I 
C PODWTII> IS THE MASS OF PODS INifiATED ON DAY I 
,- PI"IAX I .l J IS THE HA X I MUM '-'IE I GHT PODS MAY F:EACH BASED 
C ON THEJP MASS AT 28 DAYS 
C IACC IS DATE OF INITIATION OF OLDEST PODS 
c 
59 .JP...:= £-1 
JP1=IACC' 
DU 61 JJJ=JP1.JP~ 
IFIPODWTCJJJl.LT.PMAXCJJJl>PODWTCJJJl=PODWTCJJJl+PODACCCil 
[F!PODWTCJJJJ.GT.PC3qllHARVWTCII=HARVWT<II+PODWTIJJJl•PODCTCJJJ• 
1: p,jql IS THE MINIMUM POD MASS CONSIDERED HARVESTABLE 
IFCPODWTIJJJf.LT.PMAXCJJJllGO TU 60 
IF~MATCJJJl.GT.OlGO TO 61 
[' 
t1AT (.J,JJl =1 
GPODCT=GPODCT-PODCTIJJJl 
Xt1ATPD=·KI'1ATPD+PODCT C J,JJ l •PODWT CJJJ I 
GROPOD=GROPOD-PODCTCJJJl*PODWT<JJJl 
60 GROPOD=GROPOD+P!JDCT \ ,J ,J J l *PODACC < I I 
6l CONliNLJt:: 
l~II.Gr.28lPMAXCI-281=PODWTCI-2Bl*F'C19l 
1; THIS LOOP MATURES PODS WITH MASS GREATER THAN PMAX<JJJl, 
C GPODCT lS REDUCED ACCORDINGLY, AND A MASS CGIM*Ml OF 1'1ATURE 
C IS ACCUMULATED 
C Xt1ATPD=TOTAL WT. OF MATURE PODS 
C GROPUD = TOTAL WT. OF GROWING PODS 
c 





:iUBf-.:1 Jl 11 THE 1-' Ebt11-.'3 ! I • I AC, PEG J NC, F' , GPEGCT . CA'·JA T I_, EPS I , PEC.;ACC, Pl~ 6WT • 
lPGn...;cT .F'Et;CT. IP.::::-1., q·1PGCT .t:l 
C SUl~F.OUTJ NE PEGI'·I~,·3 COMPUTES THE DAILY HlCF:EASES IN PEG HASS • 
C DETEF:I·1I HES I,,JHEH PEG·; ,.:>,RE r1ATURE. AND t' tl.LS OLD PEGS 
c.. 
ItlPLIClT F:EAL.*8(H-H,IJ-Z) 
D I MEN'31 !Jr.! PEGI,JT i .2<)(' \ , F-'GNACT I '2<)1"1) • PEGCT ( 2(XJ! • F ( 1 •)<) l 
FECi 1 !'JC = t3PEGC T * 1~· ( :.1 \ 
c 




lF <PEG tNC. GT. CA'·.iAIL1 PEG INC = CAVAIL 
IF 1PEG1NC.LT.0.01 PEGINC ~ 0.0 
IAC=IAC+1 
lFIGPEGCT.LT.EPSilGO TO 10 
PEGACC=IPEGINC/P!22)J/GPEGCf 
PEGACC IS THE WEIGHT ...;DDED TO ONE PEG ON DAY I 
J.Jl=t-IAC 
,JJ 3=1 -1 
00 ~6 JJ2=JJ1,JJJ 
FEGWTIJJ2l=PEGWTIJJ2l+PEGACC 
I~IPEGWTIJJ2l.LT.PI23llGO TO 36 
GPEGCT=GPEGCT-PEGCTII-IACI 
it1PGCf=Xt·1F'GCT+PEGCT ( I-IAC> 






J0 IFiiAC.LT.IP24)G0 TO 38 
GPEGCT=GPEGCT-PEGCTII-IACl 
IAC=IP24-1 
GO TO 103 
~8 IF\I-IP24.LT.KlGO TO 103 
XMPGCT=XMPGCT-PGMACTII-IP24l 
PGMACTII-IP24l=O.O 
1 <)3 RETUF:N 
END 
114 
UB!<·U TJ.t.IE 1: I.:::C.S TF: •: l , I ;.cr., F'. F'ODCT, F OD~.JT, PBLOSS, t·1AT, F·STF:, BLOSS, T,:C,"v', 
1. ), }·I • 
[!IF- L 1 C 1 T F.Et4L ~<:8 •,,::, -H , Ct- Z ' 
L' [ t iF.J·IS I l:JN F ( 48 l , F ODWT 1. 2(H) 1 , PODCT ( 2r:··o l , MAT ( 200! , F'BLDSS ( ::.:n) l ,, 
l P 5 fF: •, 2• .. •'-' I 
•.:=r= , 44, .... •, r ;,•.J-- ::::1:: .• (1, / 1.t·1 
IF ( t: • L l • 1) • i.l \ C==i~} n l. l 
C~=P•451 i•P•46,+XH' +P(47·*~M*XM 
ou :;u '-'-= .r ;11:c, J 
lF~M,::,liJ).EQ. 1 •?3TR!Jl=PSTRtJ'*DEXF'I-C> 
IF(F'ODW11J).Lf.P(3qllGO Tu 3~ 
P8LOS5tJl=C2*PODWT!JliPSTR(Jl 
IF1PBLOSStJl.GT.l.O>PBLOSSIJl=1.0 
~L0S3 =BLOSS +PODWT<J>•PODCT!J)l':F'BLDSSIJJ 




YOUNG'S MODEL SOIL INPUTS FOR 
THE FOUR SITES 
115 
116 
Site Initial 1'1 • c . Coeff. A Coeff. B 
. 4/\ 19.0 0 .1 2 1 5. 0 
22.0 0. 1 6 16.0 
25.0 0 .14 20.0 
26.0 0. 13 20.0 
24.0 0 .1 2 19.0 
24.0 0. 11 1 9. 0 
23.0 0.05 2'1 . 0 
23.0 0.05 20.0 
68 16.0 0. 18 11 • 3 
21 .2 0.15 15.7 
34.0 0 .1 0 27.4 
32.0 0 .1 0 25.4 
28.8 0 .1 3 21 • 5 
26.0 0. 12 19.8 
23.4 0. 1 1 18.2 
22.0 0 .12 17. 0 
9A 18.0 0.25 '14. 0 
21 • 0 0.20 1 4. 0 
20.0 0. 18 14.0 
20.0 0 .17 1 4. 0 
20.0 0. 1 6 14.0 
20.0 0. 15 1 4. 0 
19. 0 0. 1 3 1 4. 0 
18. 0 0 .12 14.0 
10A 26.0 0.29 15.0 
30.0 0.21 1 9. 0 
25.0 0. 1 7 1 7. 1 
20.0 0. 1 7 '14. 0 
17.5 0.20 1 3. 0 
15.6 0. 16 12. 0 
'15. 0 0.1 7 1 1 • 6 
14.0 0 .1 7 ·t 0. 6 
M. c. = Moist.uJ~E: content (% by volume) 
y· , 
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